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MOMENT
OF SILENCE
Fiscal Court
remembers
Morgan,
Harrington
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A
somber
feel was in the
air Tuesday for
the
monthly
meeting of the
Callowa
(y
County Fiscal
Court.
It was the
first meeting
for the group in
the wake of the
deaths of two
county officials
a little more
than a week
ago, both of
whom
had
heavy involvement in past
meetings conducted inside
the Calloway
District Courtroom. District 2
Magistrate Connie Morgan had
missed the past several meetings due to an illness and died
on Aug. 10, while Calloway
County
Attorney
David
Harrington died a day later.
"Last week was difficult," said
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By JACK GILLUM
Associated Press
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WASHINGTON (AP) — After promising not to withhold government information over "speculative or
abstract fears," the Obama administration has concluded it

I am Alpha and Omega,
the beginning and the ending, saith the Lord, which is,
and which was, and which is
to come, the Almighty.
Rev. 1:8

Good Morning
to Ledger & Times
subscriber:

Martha Lassiter

This March 1, 2014 file photo shows part of the
website for HealthCare.gov in Washington.
AP Photo/Jon Elswiok

will not publicly disclose federal records that could shed
light on the security of the government's health care website because doing so could "potentially" allow hackers to
break in.
The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services denied
a request by The Associated Press under the Freedom of
Information Act for documents about the kinds of security software and computer systems behind the federally

SI See Page 2A

Clere gives ABC report
for second quarter
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
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hol-related crimes from three
separate years.
The years covered in Clere's
The City of Murray received crime statistics were 2011,
about $1.03 million in revenue when Murray was "moist,"
from alcoholic beverage sales serving alcohol only by the
during the 2013-14 fiscal year, drink; 2012, when Murray was
according
to
Alcoholic moist during the first half and
Beverage
Control was going through the process
Administrator Sgt. Kendra of becoming wet in the second
Clere's most recent quarterly half; and 2013, the first year
report.
Murray was entirely wet and
The city's ABC revenue for package alcohol sales were
2013-14 was $1,030,078.79. In allowed in the city.
addition to the usual report on
Clere said the numbers show
revenues specific to the last no dramatic increase in alcoquarter, Clere's report to the hol-related crime. Driving
Murray
Public
Safety under the influence charges
Committee last week listed the increased from 134 in 2011 to
revenues for the entire fiscal
year, as well as figures on alcoIII See Page 2A

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times

GREAT BEG1NNR4GS: Murray State University students, from left, Steffon Jones, Josh
Mucci, Wyatt Seed and Silence Sams tour historic downtown Murray Tuesday afternoon as
part of the Great Beginnings program intended to familiarize incoming Racers to the college way of life.
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Sign posts, complete
with distance indicators,
point the way to landmarks both on and off
the Murray State
University campus
Tuesday morning as
students make their way
to their first classes of
the 2014-15 school
year. Students are
shown here while walking between Waterfield
Library and the Doyle
Fine Arts Center, background. Numerous
activities have welcomed returning students to the campus
and the community.
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southwest wind becoming
west southwest 5 to 9 mph in
the morning.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 73.
Southwest wind 3 to 7 mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 94. West southwest
wind 5 to 7 mph.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 73.
Southwest wind 3 to 5 mph.
Saturday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 95. West
southwest wind 3 to 7 mph.
Saturday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 73.
West southwest wind around 6
mph becoming calm in the
evening.
Sunday: Sunny, with a high
near 96. West southwest wind
3 to 6 mph.
Sunday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 71. West
southwest wind around 6 mph
becoming calm in the evening.
Monday: Sunny, with a high
near 96. Calm wind becoming
west around 5 mph in the afternoon.
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140 in 2012 and 173 in 2013.
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Practice Makes Perfect
Land Between The Lakes holding homecoming
GOLDEN POND. Ky.(AP) — One-tune residents from the
Tennessee portion of Land Between The Lakes National
Recreation Area are being welcomed back in a homecoming cere
ITIOG y.
The party for the former denizens of the Stewart County section
is scheduled for Aug. 31 at the Bison Range Picnic Area. The picnic area is located south of The Homeplace on Woodlands Trace
National Scenic Byway.
The yearly reunion provides a chance for former Between the
Rivers residents to celebrate and reminisce. Those attending
should bring food, beverages, lawn chairs and any other picnic or
recreation items they wish. Restrooms, picnic tables and grills are
provided.
A Between the Rivers Homecoming is also planned for Lyon
County, Kentucky, Sept. 20. It is held annually at Star Camp
Picnic Area.
ovided
: Fred
r; Pete

No charges planned in deaths of dogs
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — A prosecutor says no criminal charges
are warranted in the deaths of five dogs that died of heat stroke at
a western Kentucky animal shelter.
The animals were found dead in June by an employee at the
McCracken County animal shelter upon arriving at the facility.
Graves County Attorney John Cunningham reviewed the police
investigation before issuing his finding, the Paducah Sun reported.
He said there is no proof that the dogs died from intentional acts.
and there is no way to tell if a mechanical failure or power loss
made the air conditioner stop working.
The dogs were being kept in an outbuilding because the shelter
was overcrowded.
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Director John Fannin, left,
and the Murray State
University Racer Band are
shown during a recent practice at MSU's Roy Stewart
Stadium. The band has
been gearing up with
strength training and formation critiquing practices in
preparation for the fall
semester and the return of
the MSU students to campus. Classes officially began
on Tuesday, Aug.19.
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Congress can still do
deals when it must

Full Se
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AP NEWS ANALYSIS

ON TWO FactilES;

By ANDREW TAYLOR,Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) Washington may be a sea of
dysfunction, but the current Congress is offering a few reminders
about how a bill becomes a
law: compromise.
That's been in short supply
as lawmakers have tried to tackle a surge of Central American youths entering the U.S.
from Mexico and find a longterm fix to funding the nation's
highways.
And more compromise will
be needed next month to keep
the government open past September, renew expired tax
breaks, reauthorize the ExportImport Bank and extend the
government's terrorism insurance program. After that, the
coming retirement of veteran
dealmakers like Reps. Henry
Waxman, D-Calif., and Dave
Camp, R-Mich., may only make
compromise tougher.
However, when it came to
improving veterans health care,
overhauling job training programs, authorizing water projects and "unlocking" cellphones
for use in other networks, Congress managed to get the job
done.
The recent wave of lawmaking fell into two broad categories: bills Congress had to
do to avoid embarrassment and
less controversial measures lawmakers decided they wanted.
The must-do bills included
$16 billion to improve veterans' access to health care and
a short-term $11 billion measure to prevent federal funding
for highway projects and transit systems from drying up this
month. Voting against either
effort could have cost lawmakers in November's elections.
The veterans bill came
together when Democrats agreed
to lower the price tag and Republicans accepted adding the additional cost to the national debt.
On the highway bill, Senate
Democrats bowed to House
Republicans on financing it
through anticipated revenues the
government might or might not
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reap a decade from now.
• Those weren't the only deals
in Congress over the last couple of months.
Legislation on job training
programs advanced after House
Republicans dropped their most
ideological demands and worked
closely with Democratic vet
erans like Rep. George Miller
of California and Sen. Tom
Harkin of Iowa. Both came to
Congress in the mid-1970s and
are retiring at year's end.
A water resources measure,
sealed in May and signed by
President Barack Obama in June,
was the product of the traditionally bipartisan Senate Environment and Public Works and
House Transportation and Infrastructure committees. The bill
gave individual lawmakers political wins for projects such as
dredging the Port of Savannah
in Georgia, even if it wasn't
on the political radar nationally.
Still, several important bills
face trouble as some committee chairmen pursue ideology
over pragmatism.
Rep. Jeb Hensarling, a Texas
Republican who heads the House
Financial Services Committee,
won a tight 30-27 vote in his
committee for a bill that would
change home financing by eliminating mortgage giants Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac. It is
unlikely to advance further this
year.
Hensarling, a favorite of the
right and former head of the
conservative Republican Study
Committee, has appeared uninterested in cutting deals with
Democrats. That puts his panel
at odds with the counterpart Senate Banking, Housing and Urban
Affairs Committee and its tradition of handling bills in bipartisan fashion.
On some issues, Hesnarling
probably won't get his way.
His leadership was undermined this year when coastal
state lawmakers succeeded in
weakening recent changes to
the government's much-criticized flood insurance program.
He seems likely to lose to the
Senate this fall when Congress
renews the government program
that backstops insurance companies in the event of a major
terrorist attack. And he faces
an uphill battle against Democrats and establishment Republicans to kill the Export-Import
Bank, which helps finance
exports by U.S. companies such
as Boeing and General Electric.
"We do have more ideological people taking these ranking member and chair positions,"
said Rep. Collin Peterson of
Minnesota, former House Agriculture Committee chairman and
now its top Democrat.
With the departure of Miller,
Harkin, Waxman and Camp,
and Reps. Eric Cantor, R-Va.,
and John Dingell,D-Mich.,Congress is losing some of its most
accomplished deal-cutters.
As a result of rapid turnover,
the concentration of lawmaking power has moved to leadership offices instead of committees. The increasing polarization on Capitol Hill also
contributes to fewer lawmakers knowing how the game is
played.
"It involves a lot of patience.
perseverance. Things always
don't happen right away," Waxman said. "The key is that you
need compromise. And unfortunately, there are a lot of new
Republicans - tea party, rightwing Republicans - who think
that compromise is a dirty word
and talking to the Democrats
is like complicity with the
enemy."
Waxman's fingerprints are all
over the Affordable Care Act.
major Medicaid expansions,
food labeling, the Clean Air
Act and the advent of g eneric drugs.
"Except for the Affordable
Care Act, every bill that I
authored that became law had
some Republican support," Waxman said. "I always worked
with them to try to find a way
to make it bipartisan."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Andrew
Taylor has reported on Congress since 1990.
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Silence doesn't heal all wounds
In my very first career as
a teacher in New Jersey. I had
a colleague who was having
problems. Coincidentally, we
lived in the same sprawling
apartment complex, and one
very early morning his wife
called me to say he "wasn't
doing well" and asked if I would
bring his lesson plans to school
with me for the' substitute. Of
course I agreed, but one day
led to another, and another.
When he was able to make it
to work, he was increasingly
thin, pale and dispirited. By
the time the dismissal bell
rang, he was wrung out, almost
ghostly. Things went on that
way for a year.
After I left teaching to work
for AT&T, I heard that my
colleague eventually sought
treatment for depression and
finally emerged from his personal valley of shadow. Now,
years later, he has retired from
education, still married to the
same woman, and now a grandfather.
At work, at home, or in the
community, we all have known
someone who suffered like my
colleague, but some of those
stories don't have a good ending. The recent suicide of comedian and actor Robin Williams
has put a spotlight on these
issues, sparking comments and
observations
from
"Main
Street" readers about mental

illness and its treatment.
Sharing her own experiences
with crippling depression, one
reader described herself as "cutting and suicidal" a few years
back. She had difficulty with
the simplest daily tasks, and
sought support and advice from
suicide prevention hotlines.
Afraid that leaving her alone
was courting disaster, her husband missed work to "babysit"
her. Finally, her doctor gave
her a psychological referral.
but there was a long wait for
an appointment.
"Once.I finally did get help,"
she report."the help was good.
Just in the six months that it
took me to get it ... well ...
I'm sure a lot of people don't
make it that long."
Another troubling variable
mentioned in an email was
that seeking treatment for mental health issues can make a
person vulnerable to rumors and
gossip."If anyone saw you walk
in (to a local counseling service) or knew about it, they began
to say you were crazy." is the
comment.
All people feel sad or unhappy at times during their lives,
but persistent sadness may be
depression. a serious illness
affecting 15 out of every 100
adults over age 65 in the United States. As one reader put
it, "Chronic pain and chronic
illness are major factors for
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Europe in Transition
The Europe in Transition
Program at Murray State University provides an unforgettable and life-changing experience for Murray State University faculty and students.
We returned to our Murray.
Kentucky
homes
Sunday
evening two days before classes began yesterday. It will take
me weeks to digest all that I
learned in Regensburg, Nuremburg. Weltemburg, and Furth
im Wald. Germany, and in
Prague in the Czech Republic. I only hope I will be able
to translate a tiny bit of my
experience to my students this
fall semester at Murray State.
In one encounter with
Regensburg University students, I found myself in the
presence of one student from
Romania. one from Bulgaria.
two from Jordan. and four law
students from Russia. One of
the Russian students had been
exchange
an
student in
Arkansas. I asked her where.
She said Paragould. which happens to be just as few miles
from Walnut Ridge in the northeastern Arkansas delta where
I taught at Williams Baptist College for four years before coming to Murray State.
I said to her, -So, you must

have gone to Green River Tech
High School?" She nearly fell
out of her chair. Here in Regensburg. Germany was a history
professor from Murray State
University in western Kentucky
talking with a law student from
Moscow State University who
happened to be studying for a
time at Regensburg University. Several years ago she had
been an exchange student in
a little delta town in northeastern Arkansas in the United States. And I knew all about
that town. A program such as
Murray State's Europe in Transition Program allows such
interactions to happen.
At an open air cafe in Prague
in the Czech Republic, former
Murray State Provost Bonnie
Higginson met a resident of Parsons, Tennessee who knew the
Derringtons, her husband Cliff
Higginson's close friends. My
family and I lived in Parsons
for one year before moving to
Dixon, Kentucky. I asked her
if she knew Mark McBride,who
had played on my Parson's little league team. "Oh sure,"
she said, "he's married to
Vicky." Here we all were in
Prague. Murray State's Europe
in Transition Program allows
such encounters to occur.
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James "Jim" Lutz, Sr., 71, of Benton, Kentucky, died Monday,
Aug. 18, 2014 at his home.
He was born Tuesday. July 27, 1943 in
McAlester, Oklahoma to Clarence Lutz and Ruth
Ellen Rich Lutz.
He was retired from Erikson Information
Systems where he worked as a computer technician.
He was preceded in death by his parents and
brothers, Phil Lutz and Joe Lutz.
Mr. Lutz is survived by his sons, Mark Lutz of
Murray; Jimmy Lutz of Jackson, Michigan;
Michael Lutz of Benton; a daughter, Kim Lutz of
Lutz
Hilldale. Michigan; brothers Steve Lutz of
Kalamazoo, Michigan and Jack Lutz of Denver. Colorado; grandchildren, Amanda Caldwell of Grand Rapids, Michigan;
Christopher Lutz of Hilldale, Michigan; Michael Lutz Jr. of
Columbus, Ohio; Katlynn Moneymaker of Hilldale; Alexis Lutz of
Hilldale; Gauge Morris of Benton; Ranee Altobello-Roach of
Dallas, Texas; and Cody Childress of Matthews, Missouri; Jasmine
Lutz and Seth Lutz of Hilldale and Dean Lutz of Matthews.
A private family service will be held at a later date. No visitation
is scheduled.
Collier Funeral Home, Benton, is in charge of arrangements.

Winona Sue Tucker

Jamie Joe Williams

Winona Sue Tucker, 58, of McKenzie, Tennessee, formerly of
Murray, Kentucky, died Wednesday. July 30, 2014 at McKenzie
Regional Hospital from complications of having diabetes for 48
years and congestive heart failure.
She was born April 12, 1956 in Murray,to Thomas Franklin Lyles
and Wilma Mathis Lyles.
Mrs. Tucker was preceded in death by her husband Ricky
"Cotton" Tucker. They were married Aug. 31, 1973. She was also
preceded in death by her parents and a brother, Paul Thomas Lyles
of Murray.
She was a homemaker and enjoyed camping, fishing, baking,
cross stitch and reading. She was a member of Bethel Baptist
Church, McKenzie.
Mrs. Tucker is survived by her only child, Elizabeth Dawn
Jackson of Put-year, Tennessee; a son-in-law, Kevin Jackson, a
grandson. Ross Jackson, special friends Debra Paschall and Steve
Kemp and a special cousin, Kim Mathis.
Graveside services were held Friday. Aug. 1. 2014 at Mt. Carmel
Cemetery, Kirksey. Family member Glenn Cope was in charge of
the se&ice. Paul Korp was soloist.
Pallbearers were Steve Kemp,Randy Tucker,Curtis Tucker,Chris
Tucker, Shawn Tucker and Pat Hutson.
Memorial contributions may be made to the American Diabetes
Association,4205 Hillsboro Road, Suite 200. Nashville,TN 37215.
Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris. Tennessee, was in charge of
arrangements.

Eyes on 2016? Clinton
goes to Iowa next month
By CATHERINE L(10EY
and KEN THOMAS
Associated Press
DES MOINES. Iowa (AP) Hillary Rodham Clinton will
headline a high-profile fundraiser
next month in the nation's first
presidential caucus state of Iowa,
creating a big campaign splash as
Democrats scramble to hold a key
Senate seat in November and the
former secretary of state considers
a campaign of her own in 2016.
Former President Bill Clinton
and Mrs. Clinton will attend retiring Sen. Tom Harkin's annual
steak fry in Indianola on Sept. 14,
Iowa Democrats said Monday. It
will be the former first lady's first
appearance in Iowa since 2008
when she finished a disappointing
third in the state's presidential
caucuses.
Clinton has urged Democrats to
mobilize for November's midterm
elections and party officials said
she would likely appear at other
events around the country to help
the party's major fundraising
committees.

And Harkin's steak fry, an event
that draws thousands of grassroots activists each year, and
future presidential campaign staff
and volunteers, could be among
the biggest. potentially serving as
the unofficial start of Clinton's
second presidential bid. Early
polls show her as the leading candidate to succeed President
Barack Obarna, her onetime rival.
Clinton is "looking forward to
campaigning for her Democratic
friends and colleagues and to
helping the effort to move
America
forward,"
her
spokesman Nick Merrill said,
adding that she'd "help raise
money for important races in
Iowa."
Republicans need to win a net
of six seats to take control of the
Senate for the remainder of
Obarna's term. The GOP is
expected to maintain control of
the House, Iowa's Senate race pits
Democrat Bruce Braley' against
Republican Joni Ernst in a campaign to succeed Harkin, who has
held the seat for three decades.
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Mable Knight Wilcox, 89, of I. argo, Florida, formerly of
Hazel,
Kentucky. died Saturday. Aug. 16, 2014 at her daughter's home
in
Tivoli, New York.
She was born in Calloway County, Kentucky, Aug. 16. 1925
to
Bracie Lee Knight and Mary Annie Yarborough Knight.
She was a member of the Ponce de Leon Chapter of Questers
International and was a volunteer at Pinellas Park Heritage Village
in Pinellas County, Florida.
She was preceded in death by her parents; her husband, Richard
Harrison Wilcox; a son, Richard Michael Wilcox.; a sister, Bertha
Frances Gordon; and three brothers, Edwin Knight, Earl Knight and
James Knight.
Mrs. Wilcox is survived by one daughter, Debra Ann Klein of
Tivoli, New York; one brother, Bracie Knight of Murray; one grandchild, Kerry Morgan Wilcox of Largo. Florida; three nieces, Frances
Durr, Barbara Waters and Jimmie Garland; and three nephews,
Glendell Gordon. David Knight and Jim Knight.
Funeral services will be Thursday, Aug. 21,2014 at 11 a.m. at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Jim Simmons officiating. Burial
will follow in the Knight Family Cemetery in Hazel. Visitation will
be Wednesday, Aug. 20,2014 from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Dorothy Sanders Chaney

,

Dorothy Sanders Chaney,89,of Murray, Kentucky,died Tuesday,
Aug.19, 2014,at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah, Kentucky.
She was born Feb.13, 1925, in Buchanan.
Tennessee, to Robert Gilbert Sanders and Gladys
Jackson Sanders.
She was a homemaker and a member of the Elm
Grove Baptist Church and the Golden Circle
Sunday School class.
In addition to her parents. she was preceded in
death by her husband, Eugene S. Chaney; her sister, Louise S. Wallace and husband, Max; son-inlaw, Tommy E. Vance; and grandson, Robert
Chaney
Thomas Vance.
Mrs. Chaney is survived by four daughters. Rita
Cardenas and husband Jorge, MD of Paducah; Rebecca Vance of
Murray; Anita Harper and husband Thomas"Marty" of Murray; and
Lisa Lasher, MD and husband Blaine of Paducah; a son, Glen S.
Chaney, MD and wife Sally, MD of Paducah; eight grandchildren,
Melissa V. Spiceland and husband Jason, John A. Vance and wife
Megan, and Daniel Harper, all of Murray; Laura Gail Kellie, MD
and husband Scott, MD and John H. Chaney, MD all of Louisville:
Anne Chaney Lasher of Paducah; Adriana Terry and husband Jason
of Tampa, Florida; and Jorge Cardenas, Jr. of Bowling Green; and
six great-grandchildren, Madison, Molly, and Thomas Robert
Vance, all of Murray; Ann Elizabeth and Emma Gail Kellie both of
Louisville; and Ava Joy Terry of Tampa, Florida.
Funeral services will be at 10 a.m. Friday, Aug. 22, 2014•at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Brad Burns officiating. Burial
will follow at the Elm Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be Thursday.
Aug. 21,2014 from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Elm Grove
Cemetery Fund,6483 KY 94 East, Murray,KY,42071 or American
Cancer Society, P.O. Box 22718, Oklahoma City, OK 73123-1718.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Jamie Joe Williams, 32, of Murray, Kentucky, died Wednesday,
Aug. 13,2014 at Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville, Tennessee.
He was born in Murray, Kentucky on June 29,
1982.
He was a member of Blood River Baptist
Church. He was self-employed as an auto body
detailer.
Mr. Williams is survived by his mother, Teresa
Outland Jones and husband Ned of Hazel; father,
Bobby Williams and wife Lesia of Murray; flame
ee, Evelyn Burkeen of Murray; daughter, Olivia
Williams of Newbern, Tennessee; son, C.J.
The number of times published or the length of one or more of
Williams Williams of Newbern; and a sister, Lindsey the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
and Times policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or
61azner of Terre Haute, Indiana.
A memorial service will be held at 2 p.m. Saturday,Aug. 23,2014 space.
at the Blood River Baptist Church with Rev. Hal Barrow officiating.
Burial will follow in the Barnett Cemetery.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Car crash in Argentina claims
lives of three relatives of pope

Video appears to show execution
of US journalist by Islamic group
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
video by Islamic State militants
released Tuesday purported to
shos .
the
beheading
of
American journalist James
Foley as retribution for U.S.
airstrikes in Iraq. The White
House, his family and employer
said they could not determine
the video's authenticity and
were attempting to confirm if he
had been killed.
Foley. a 40-year-old freelance
journalist from Rochester, New
Hampshire, went missing nearly
two years ago in northern Syria
while on assignment for Agence
France-Press and the Bostonbased
media
company
GlobalPost. The car he was riding in was stopped by four militants in a contested battle zone
that both Sunni rebel fighters
and government forces were trying to control. He had not been
heard from since.
At the end of the video, a militant shows a second man, who
was identified as another
American iournalist, Steven

Sotloff, and warns that he could
be killed. Sotloff was kidnapped
near the Syrian-Turkish border
in August 2013 and freelanced
for Time, the National Interest
and MediaLine.
President Barack Obama was
briefed about the video on Air
Force One as he flew from
Washington to resume his vacation on the resort island of
Martha's
Vineyard
in
Massachusetts. A White House
statement said °barna would
continue to receive regular
updates.
White
House
National
Security Council spokeswoman
Caitlin Hayden said the administration has seen the video and
that the intelligence community
is working as quickly as possible to determine if it is authentic.
"If genuine, we are appalled
by the brutal murder of an innocent American journalist and we
express our deepest condolences
to his family and friends,"
Hayden said in a statement.

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina
(AP)- Three relatives of Pope
Francis died and a fourth was in
critical condition Tuesday after
a car crash on a provincial highway in Argentina, the Vatican
and a local police official said.
The small car carrying a
nephew of the pope along with
the man's wife and two young
children slammed into the back
of a truck, said Highway Police
Superintendent Jorge Raineri.
The wife and children, one 2
years old and the other 8
months, were killed.
Emanuel Bergoglio, the 38year-old son of a brother of
Pope Francis, was hospitalized.
He suffered extensive injuries
and his condition was not considered stable, said Ignacio
Bruno, an assistant director of
he hospital in the town of Villa

Beca
does

Maria, to Todo Noticias television.
The man's 36-year-old wife,
Valeria Carmona, and two children. Jose and Antonio, had
already died by the time they
arrived at the hospital, Bruno
said.
The
accident
occurred
between the cities of Rosario
and Cordoba, apparently as the
family was returning to Buenos
Aires following a holiday weekend. The driver of the truck was
not injured.
Vatican spokesman the Rev.
Federico Lombardi said "the
pope was informed about the
tragic accident. He is deeply
pained." He added the pope asks
"all who share in his grief to
unite with him in prayer."
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COMMUNITY
Dr,Latricia Trites
attends national
TESOL summit
Special to the Ledger
Dr. Latricia Trites,coordinator
of the undergraduate TESOL
program and professor of
TESOL and English at Murray
State University, participated in
the 2014 TESOL Advocacy and
Policy Summit in Washington.
D.C., this summer.
The TESOL summit featured
two days of education, discussion and advocacy. The event
was sponsored in part by the
American
Federation
of
Teachers and the. National
Education
Association.
Participants came from across
the United States and throughout the world.
The first day featured issue
briefings and activities on education legislation and advocacy.
On the second day, the newly
trained advocates visited congressional offices on Capitol
Hill. By the end of the event.
TESOL members had visited the
offices of more than 100 senators and representatives.

With the changing of the seasons comes
a change in our wardrobe and new trends
emerge Sometimes the old trends return
with a twist
It seems animal prints have always been
around This season, they are not shown as
overly sexy, but as sporty in a backdrop of
creamy white or misty gray It's an elegant
but casual look that equally appropriate for
work, weekend or evening Snake pnnt is in
a lot of the accessories
Hooray for the "get real trend," runway
outfits that are bazaar at best are being
replaced with sensible and stylish clothing.
For the first time probably ever models
look like they could step off the runway
into the street Nothing theatrical - just
beautifully tailored pieces that are polished
and elegant
Earthy vibrant shades of green are one
of the seasons best colors It is surprisingly
wearable and flattering, especially in rich
ItXtUITS
Every shade from pale sea foani to nch
spruce is being shown
Color expert of Pantone's color institute,
Leatnce Eiseman says "if your skin tone
has cool undertones, opt for blue based teal,
while warm undertones look beg in moss
with it's sunnier cast" Really dark forest
green is becoming on almost everyone
Sweaters are a big trend thanks to last
winter's crazy temperatures. Think cardigans. slouchy crew necks, ponchos and
turtle necks
All these trends and more will be here
this fall. The colors and styles you're going
to love
They are all on the way. Congratulations
to Sandra Wiles, who won this weeks giveaway Like and share us on Facebook or
come in the store to register
Stay tuned to next week:fun and fashion
report
Laeho
coon
sgts
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Trites met with Kentucky legislators and staff to discuss
issues related to English language learners. "I visited with
Rep. Ed Whitfield directly and
with Sen. Rand Paul's education
assistant. At the summit, we
spent a day and a half getting
more detailed information about
the legislative issues currently
under consideration and how to
speak with our legislators,"
Trites said.
The goal of the summit, however, was not only to lobby
members of Congress on issues
relevant to English language
teachers and their students."The
Advocacy and Policy Summit
is, at its core, an educational
opportunity. Participants come
to Washington, D.C., and learn
how to effectively advocate for
English learners," noted John
Segota,TESOL associate executive director. "The goal of the
program is not only to educate
attendees on key policies, but
also to empower them to take
action in their local school districts and workplaces.
Information sessions featured
staff from the U.S. Department
of Education, the
U.S.
Department of Justice and the
U.S. Department of Homeland
Security, and the Office of
Career, Technical and Adult
Education.

DATEBOOK

Cnyagernen/

Datebook
Martha
Finney Andrus,
Community
editor

American Legion Post #73 will meet
Thursday. Aug. 21, at 7 p.m. at the Legion
Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee Creek Drive. This is
one week earlier than normal. The agenda
includes preliminary planning for Veterans Day
ceremonies, Hot August Blues and Murray
State football assignments. All veterans are
invited to attend and anyone with questions,call
Post Commander Cecil Cowsert, 270-5198375.

Pinochle class to be taught

Pinochle classes will be held at the Murray
Senior Center Library,607 Poplar Street, beginning Wednesday, Sept. 3, and each Wednesday during September
from 9-11 a.m. for those who are 60 years of age or older. This is
for beginners or those who need a refresher class. Francis Latham
will teach the classs. Class size is limited. Call Teri Cobb at 270753-0929. The class is free.

Rebate day for ALS to be held
A rebate day for the Murray Walk to Defeat ALS will be at Sirloin
Stockade Thursday, Aug. 21. Present your coupon when you place
your order and a percentage of sales will go to Kentucky ALS
Association. Call Thornton Tile & Marble,Inc. at 270-753-5719 for
a copy of the coupon.

Blood donation opportunity
Proctor and Thompson
Brett and Jill Proctor, of Murray, announce the engagement of
their daughter, Kaylan Paige Proctor, to David Thompson, son of
Rhonda West and Eddie Thompson of Mayfield.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Sara and the late Bobby
Johnson of Murray and Edsil and Nancy Proctor of Murray. She is
attending Murray State University pursuing a master's degree in
mass communication. She is employed by the Murray State
University Office of Development.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Jim and Joanna Feagin of
Mayfield. He is a 200'graduate of Murray State University with a
master's degree in business administration. He is employed by
River City Physical Therapy in Paducah.
The wedding will be at 2 p.m. Saturday. Sept. 13, 2014 at the
Murray Woman's Club House, Murray.
All friends are invited to attend.

class of 2014 is Monday, Aug.
25, at 6:30 p.m. in the Krider
Performing Arts Center. Paris.
The keynote speaker will be Dr.
Randy Shannon, principal of the
Benton County Career and
Technical Education Center. He
also serves as Career and

Technical Coordinator for
Benton County.
The Tennessee College of
Applied Technology offers 13
full-time technical programs.
For m%te information about
graduation or the College's programs,call 731-644-7365.

THIS SATURDAY,AUGUST 23rd, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
HAZEL,KENTUCKY

An opportunity to donate blood to the American Red Cross will
be Thursday. Aug. 21, from 12:30-5:30.p.m. at First Presbyterian
Church, 1601 Main Street. To make an appointment, visit redcrossblood.org or call 1-800-Red Cross.

Angel Alert issued
The Calloway County Family Resource Center has issued an
Angel Alert for a local family with three children who need one set
of bunk beds, a full bed and a crib, all with mattresses. If anyone
would like to donate any of these items, contact the Resource
Center at 270-762-7333.

Kentucky author, Bobbie Smith Bryant, will present a program on
"Cooking the Kentucky Way," at the Calloway County Public
Library, Thursday, Aug. 21, from 6-7 p.m. Registration is not
required. There is no admission fee.

Charity Horse Show planned
Wrangler's Riding Club, Kentucky 80 East of Murray, is having
a Charity Horse Show Saturday, Aug. 23, at 5 p.m. Admission is
free. Events will include pony lead line, pleasure classes and speed
events. All proceeds will be donated to St. Jude Children's Hospital.

Trade day to be at park
The Murray-Calloway County Park will host "Olde Thyme
Thursday Trade Days" every Thursday. Vendors are invited to set
up booths in front of the ball fields along Arcadia Street in Central
Park. Setup and placement is on a first come basis. Hours are from
7 a.m. to 1 p.m. No trading, buying, selling or giving away of
firearms or live animals. For more information call the park office
a 270-762-0325.

Computer class at Housing Authority
The Computer Learning Center of the Housing Authority of
Murray is offering a free computer class on MS Excel Level Two,
from Monday. Aug. 25 through Wednesday, Aug. 27,from 6-9 p.m.
Pre-registration is required. Call Janet at 270-753-5000,ext. 310 or
visit www.phamurray.org and click on computer center.

Game Day at Woman's Club House

Senior Citizens Board meeting to be held
Murray Senior Citizens will have a special called board meeting
Thursday, Aug. 21, at 8:30 a.m. to hear information from Harold
Hurt regarding the Community Foundation.

M1VIS Resource Committee to meet

, shops Offera" .
ClikV.SY
11•ISIPV.84
.
'
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The Murray Middle School Culture and Resource Committee will
meet Wednesday. Aug. 20, at 3:20 p.m. in the Media Center.

Fall bowling leagues forming
An organizational meeting for fall leagues at Corvette Lanes will
be Saturday, Aug. 23,at 10 am.for Murray Youth League, Sunday
Night Mixed League will meet Sunday, Aug. 24, at 6:30 p.m. and
Kentucky Lake Open League will meet Monday. Aug. 25, at 6:30
p.m. All meetings will be at the new Corvette Lanes. Leagues will
not start !yowling until after Labor day. New bowlers are welcome.
Call Donna Darnell at 270-759-9246 for more information.
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Murray Special Olympics will hold its Fall Sports sign-up
Thursday. Aug. 21, at 5:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Central Park Courthouse Pavilion. Special Olympic athletes, unified partners (non-disabled peers), and volunteers will be able to
sign-up to participate in bowling and in the newest sport. soccer. All
eligible athletes ages 8 and older and with all ability and experience
levels are encouraged to participate. Information will be given
about practices and competition. For more information, contact
coordinator Laura Miller. 270-293-9054.

NAMI Support Group to meet
Saturday, August 23rd, 201
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CCPL will present program

The Murray Woman's Club will host a Game Day Wednesday,
Aug. 20, from 9-11 a.m. at the club house. Members and guests
may bring cards and board games for this membership recruitment
activity. Snacks will be provided.

HEART to HAND
Resale Clot

www.mairr

Legion Post #73 will meet

Local student to graduate from Tenn. College of Applied Technology
Special to the Ledger
Molly Christine Fradenburg,
of Murray, will graduate from
the Tennessee College of
Applied Technology, W.J. Neese
Campus, in Paris, Tennessee
with a degree in practical nursing.
Summer graduation for the

Murray Ledge

2500 Van Cleve Road & Hwy 80
Murray, KY
270.2275275 or 270.339.0223

The NAMI/Murray Family Support Group will meet Thursday.
Aug. 21, at 6:30 p.m. at the Educational Services Building ot
Murray-Calloway County Hospital on the corner of EighTit and Elm
Streets. The support group is for the family and friends of someone
diagnosed with a mental illness such as bi-polar, major depression,
schizophrenia,obsessive-cornpulsive disorder, panic disorder, posttraumatic stress disorder and borderline personality disorder. At
each support group meeting, a sharing and support time lets attendees be heard in a safe, confidential and welcoming environment.
For more information, call 270-748-6133.

Nutrition education class to be offered
A free nutrition education event titled, "Fish Oil 101," will be
Friday. Aug. 22,from 9-9:30 am. at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Center for Health and Wellness. Join Rebecca Wright,registered dietitian, for a discussion on what is best for your body
when it comes to taking fish -oil supplements.
Cell
Pest
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PREP SOCCER

Hard-nosed win
TIGERS PROVE POINT
WITH 2-1 'W'OVER
MADISON VILLE-NH
By RYAN RICHARDSON
Sports Writer
Danny Chavarria flirted with a hat trick in
the Tigers' 2-1 victory over Madisonville
North-Hopkins Tuesday night in Murray.
The Maroons put up the first goal 30 minutes into the match with a penalty kick that
bounced just inside the left goalpost.
The lead was short-lived, though, as
Chavarria placed a free kick perfectly over
the defenders to fall into the right top corner

PREP SOCCER

Lady Lakers
dump Trigg
in Cadiz 11-1

of the goal.
"Throughout the whole game, it was a hard
He said he was nervous because the Tigers fight and there were some dirty plays from
were down at the time.
both sides."
"I've been working on those shots forever
He said that makes the win that much
now," Chavarria said. "It's a lot of pressure sweeter, because the players know they had
on one kick."
to work hard for it.
Both teams had multiple opportunities to
Head coach Martin Son has other reasons
score throughout the rest of the game, but that this win was special.
Chavarria scored the only other goal.
In addition to starting the season on a good
Seventeen minutes into the second half, a note, the matchup was one the Tigers have
pass from freshman Ethan Back found the found themselves on the wrong side of in
feet of Chavarria, who once again found the recent years.
"I told them 'it's a state-me game
back of the net.
It was no easy win for Murray High, tonight,— Son said. "Madisonville is a
though, as they were given two yellow cards perennial fantastic team. For us to come out
and two players were injured,and they with- and get a win tonight, it puts people in our
stood heavy pressure at times from their region on notice that we are a contender."
The past three years, Murray High has lost
opponents.
"It was very intense," Chavarria said.
•See MURRAY,8

RYAN RICHARDSON (Ledger & Times

Murray's Suphat Yoopensuk shows some fancy footwork
past a Madisonville-NH defender Tuesday night in Murray.
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Mark Kennedy and the
Calloway
County
Lakers
opened their 2014 season with a
satisfying II-I over Trigg
County Monday night in Cadiz.
Up 4-1 after the half. the Lady
Lakers poured it on in the second stanza with a 7-0 outburst.
Mickenna Butterworth and
Maddie Balmer each finished
with four goals, Reagan
Pittenger finished with seven
assists, Allie Fritts had one goal
and one assiii,Airianna Dodd
had one assist ind goalkeeper
Sarah Humphreys had one save.
"She didn't have to do a whole
lot in the goal," Kennedy noted.
Calloway
County
plays
Graves County in Mayfield
Thursday before facing their
first home match against
Murray next Tuesday in the
Crosstown Classic.

Lakers fall
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Staff Report
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Down 1-0 at the half,
Calloway County (0-1) couldn't
hold on against i tough Graves
County team in Mayfield, eventually falling 5-0.
Head coach Brandon Morris
said he was pleased to see continued intensity throughout the
match, but admitted it was going
to take time for this Calloway
team to gel and get comfortable
with each other.
"The players are also getting
used to playing 80 intense minutes of varsity soccer," he
added.

ST. LOUIS
CARDINALS

Cards
walk off
again in
HBP 9th
By STEVE OVEFtBEY
Associated Press

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Jon Jay
was hit by a pitch from J.J.
'Hoover with the base-loaded in
the ninth inning, lifting the St.
Louis Cardinals to a 5-4 win over
the Cincinnati Reds on Tuesday
night.
Man Holliday drew a leadoff
walk to start the winning rally. He
advanced to third on Matt Adams'
single. After Peter Bourjos ran for
Holliday, Jhonny Peralta walked
to load the bases. Hoover (1-10)
then plunked Jay to force in
Bourjos with the winning run.
Pat Neshek (6-0) pitched one
inning of scoreless relief as the
Cardinals won for the fifth time
in six games and remained 2 1/2
games behind Milwaukee in the
NL Central.
The Reds have lost four in a
AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times
Racer men's basketball head coach Steve Prohm and some of the players joined Murray/Calloway County Parks row.
Jay scored the tying run in the
Director Tab Brockman in participating in the ALS Ice Water Challenge Tuesday. They did the challenge to raise awareeighth
on pinch-hitter Daniel
ness for ALS, better known as Lou Gehrig's disease, in honor of Murray resident Brad Barnett.
Descalso's RBI double off reliever Jumbo Diaz.
Todd Frazier put the Reds in
front 2-1, with a two-run homer
in the fourth. It was Frazier's 21st
home run of the season, but first
since July 20.
Cincinnati starter Alfredo
By RUSTY MILLER
time Big Ten player of the year left practice coach Urban Meyer said. "This is an unfor- Simon gave up three runs and
AP Sports Writer
in pain Monday after making a short throw. tunate injury to a young man who means so eight hits over 5 1-3 innings. He
"My goal is to come back from this injury much to this program."
struck out two and walked one.
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) — Ohio State stronger and better than ever," Miller said in
The senior and three-year starter partially
St. Louis starter John Lackey
star quarterback Braxton Miller will miss a statement.
tore the labrum in his right shoulder in a loss gave up four runs, two earned,in
the 2014 season, dealing a severe blow to
It's a huge blow to a team considered to be to Clemson at the Orange Bowl. He had sur- six innings. He struck out seven
the fifth-ranked Buckeyes national title one of the best in the Big Ten and the coun- gery, did not face contact in spring practice and walked one.
Cincinnati scored twice in the
hopes.
try, one which already has several major and was held out of several practices this
month due to soreness.
sixth on a bases-loaded double by
Ohio State confirmed late Tuesday after- holes to fill on offense.
Redshirt freshman .J.T. Barrett is Miller's former Cardinals outfielder Ryan
noon that Miller reinjtired his throwing
"My thoughts and prayers are with
shoulder and will need surgery. The two- Braxton and his family," Ohio State head
MI See CARDS,8
U See MILLER,8

NCAA FOOTBALL

Ohio State: Injured QB Miller done for the season
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Lady Lakers smash Fulton City
while senior Chance Overbey
scored a service ace that made it
coming around the comer.
OPENS SEASON 17-10
Mize cleared the final point
across the front side of the Lady
WITH A
Bulldog defense With a quick
to the net, sending it to
step
HOME VICTORY
game two with a Calloway lead.
"I think every team has firstBy EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer
game jitters, but as soon as we
got used to the game everything'
It was only first-game jitters really clicked well," Mize noted
for a brief few moments before after the game. "I think it's
Calloway County (
Lakers going to be a really, really good
pulled away from Fulton City in season."
two sets - 25-14, 25-14 Fulton City and Calloway
Tuesday night at Jeffrey opened the second set with an
Gymnasium.
early I5-shot volley between the
Knotted up at 7-all in the first squads, and the Lady Lakers
frame, the Lady Leiters used an came up just short when Mire's
impressive 18-7 run to close out kill went just over the left line to
the first set.
give the Lady Bulldogs a slim 2Senior Tristan Mize,freshman 1 lead.
libero Lexie Lamb and senior
It didn't last, however. Lamb
hitter Ellyn Luther were major scored from the back line by
catalysts during the stretch, sending a shot deep to the end of
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Calloway's Lauren Wagner (25) goes up to try and push
past two Fulton City defenders Tuesday night.

V.

the court and just inside to tie it
up, and the Lakers would never
trail again.
Luther found space in the back
left for a quick kill to make it 62, and soon Calloway was staring at a 21-10 lead before finishing off Fulton City with a four
straight points and the win.
Showing not only her blocking
skills, Mize sent a ball back over
quickly to make it 24-14 before
showcasing her tipping skills
over two defenders to make it
25-14.
It is something she and the
Lady Lakers have been working
on all summer.
"I've been working on my
quick reflexes," she said."There
are moments where you just
need to know what to do with
the ball."
Looking to hold strong, the
Lady Laker defense remained
active for most of the contest -

on several occasions they made
up for striking mistakes that normally would have been points
against, but instead pushed volleys across the nets.
It was an effort in which head
coach Mary Price took notice,
and she said she was satisfied
with an opening-season home
victory.
"We did things well on
defense by getting the ball up,
but we have to focus on pushing
the ball up to the net and helping
our setters out," she said. "Our
hitters really need work on getting the ball off the net and
keeping the ball out in front of
them.
"Once they start doing that,
we'll be pretty good."
Still, Price had little to be displeased about. Her team was
very aggressive near the net for
most of the night just like she
II See CALLOWAY,8
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Baltimore(W Chen 12-4) at Chicago
14.8 Glance
White Sox (Noon 7-8), 8 10 p m.
American LA•gue
Cleveland (House 1-3) at Minnesota
Wodnooday's Games
(Nolasc,o 5-8), 8 10 p m
Texas (NAlartinez 2-9) at Anami
Kansas City (0 Dully 8-10) at Colorado
(Eoyardi 8-7). 12 40 p.m
(J De La Rosa 12-8),.8 40 p.m.
Seattle (Paxton 3-0) at Rata:wove
Thursday's Games
(tiarnets 8-8), 105 p.m.
Houston at N Y Yankees, 105 p.m
Toronto (Dickey 9-12) at Milwaukee
Cleveland at Minnesota, 1.10 p.m.
(J.Nelson 2-3), 2:10 p.m.
Detroit at Tampa Bay, 1 - 10 p.m
N.Y Mets (Za.Wheeler 8-8) at Oakland
L A Angels at Boston, 7 10 p.m.
(Samardzija 3-2), 3 35 p m
Arizona (Cahill 3-8) at Washington
NFL Glance
(Roark 12-7), 7:05 pm
Thursday, Aug. 21
Atlanta (A.Wood 9-9) at Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia, 7 30 p.m
(Cole 7-4). 705 p.m.
Friday, Aug. 22
Cincinnati (Cueto 15-6) at St. Louis
Carolina at New England. 7:30 p.m.
(Lynn 13-8), 7 15 pm.
N.Y Giants at NY Jets, 7:30 p.m.
San Francisco (Peavy 1-3) at Chicago
Jacksonville at Detroit. 7 30 p.m.
Cubs (E Jackson 6-13), 8:05 p m.
Oakland at Green Bay, 8 p.m.
Kansas City (D.Dutty 8-10) at Colorado
Chicago at Seattle. 10 p.m.
)J Do La Rosa 12-8), 840 p.m.
Saturday. Aug. 23
San Diego (Stuffs 5-13) at L.A. Dodgers
Tampa Bay at Buffalo, 4.30 p.m.
(R Hernandez 7-8). 10 10 p.m.
Dallas at Miami. 7 p.m.
Thursdays Games
Tennessee at Atlanta, 7 pm.
Arizona at Washington, 4.05 p.m.
Washington at Baltimore, 7:30 p.m.
Atlanta at Cincinnati. 7 10 p.m.
Minnesota at Kansas City, 8 p.m.
San Francisco at Chicago Cubs, 8:05
New Orleans at Indianapolis, 8 p.m.
p.m.
St. Louis at Cleveland. 8 pm
San Diego at L.A. Dodgers. 10.10 pm
Houston at Denver. 9 p m
National l_segue
Sunday, Aug. 24
Wednesdays Games
San Diego at San Francisco. 4 pm
Texas IN Martinez 2-9) at Miami
Cincinnati at Arizona. 8 p m
(Eovalcli 6-7). 12:40 p.m
Seattle (Paxton 3-0) at Philadelphia
(Harnels 6-6), 1:05 p m
Toronto (Dickey 9-12) at Milwaukee
(J.Nelson 2-3), 2:10 p.m.
N.Y Mets (Za Wheeler 8-8) at Oakland
(Samardzi)a 3-2). 335 p.m.
Houston (Feldmag 6-9) at N Y Yankees
(Pineda 2-2), 705 p.m
Detroit (Porcello 13-8) at Tampa Bay
(Odorizzi 9-9). 7:10 Pim
LA Angels (Richards 13-4) at Boston
(Buchholz 5-7). 7- 10 pm

MI Calloway...

III Miller...

II Cards...
From Page 7
Ludwick. Errors by Holliday and
Matt Carpenter and a walk set the
stage for Ludwick's hit, which
pushed the lead to 4-1.
Peralta homered in the sixth to
cut the deficit to 4-2. It was
Peralta's 17th home run of the
season, setting the single-season
mark for a St. Louis shortstop.
Jay and Oscar Taveras followed
with hits before pinch-hitter
Shane Robinson singled of reliever Sam L,eCure to bring the
Cardinals to 4-3.
St. Louis took a 1-0 lead on a
run-scoring single by Holliday in
the third.
TRAINER'S ROOM
Reds: Closer Aroldis Chapman
was unavailable Tuesday for the
second night in a row with what
manager Bryan Price called an,
"achy," shoulder. The reliever is
listed as day-to-day by the Reds
training staff. Chapman has 26
saves in 28 chances. He walked
four successive batters on Sunday
in Colorado.

have her there in a different jerFrom Page 7
sey.
has been asking them to be in
"As a libero, we want her to
practice, and when asked about take every ball, and I just
her young libero in Lamb. she through she did a really good job
beamed.
tonight."
"I was really proud of her."
The Lady Lakers hit the road
was
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the
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Cardinals: INF Mark Ellis was
put on the 15-day disabled list
with a left oblique strain. Ellis,
who is hitting .192 with 12 RBI,
last played on Tuesday. INF Greg
Garcia was recalled from TnpleA Memphis in time for Tuesday's
contest. Garcia was hitting 273
with 40 RBI in 103 games for the
Redbirds.
JAY KEEPS ROLLING
St. Louis OF Jon Jay extended
his hitting streak to 11 games with
a single in the second, the first of
two hits. He is 15 for 31 during
the run and reached base four
times Tuesday.
UP NEXT
Reds: RHP Johnny Cueto (156, 2.06) will start the final game
of the three-game set. Cueto is 70 with a 2.24 ERA over his last
eight starts. His seven-game winning streak is a career high.
Cardinals: RHP Lance Lynn
(13-8, 2.91) will make his teamleading 26th start of the season.
He is 5-1 lifetime against the
Reds

From Page 7
top backup and will likely be the
starter in the Aug. 30 opener
against Navy in Baltimore.
Miller said he was on schedule
to graduate with a degree in
Communications in December
and that he also wanted to attend
graduate school, "and then
return to lead the Buckeyes next
season."
Miller's options would include
taking a medical redshirt and
returning to Ohio State for one
more season in 2015, or rehabbing the injury and making himself available for the NFL draft
in the spring. He toyed with the
idea of turning pro last spring
but decided against it because of
the shoulder surgery might hurt
him with pro teams.
With a schedule that includes
games at defending Big Ten
champion Michigan tate on
t. 25
Nov. 8, at Penn State
and a Sept. 6 date at home
against Virginia Tech, the

IN Murray...
From Page 7
to Madisonville, a team that
went to the regional finals in
2013.
Meanwhile,the Tigers went 515 last season.
Son said both teams "trying to
get that first win to prove themselves" contributed to the physical play.
"Varsity can get physical with
different opponents," Son said.
"Madisonville is a hard-nosed
team year in and year out. This
was expected in this type of
game. It gets a little more chippy when it's a close game and
both teams want to get that first
win."
Chavarria agreed, saying it's
something the team has been
working toward all summer.
"It means a lot to the team," he

said. "We've been working hard
this preseason, and it shows that
work paid off."
Chavarria said before the
game,the team was nervous and
excited at the same time.
Now that they've played a
game,though, the determination
has to be kicked up a notch.
"Going forward, we just need
to focus and train hard for the
next game," he said.
Though Chavarria was able to
net two goals, he thought the
team's overall production was
not up to par.
"We have to work on our
offense more and use more combinations and play faster," he
said. "It was too easy for the
defense to defend us the whole
time like that."
Still, Son said the win gives

Buckeyes are suddenly confronted by a lot of question
marks.
Miller's injury in Monday's
practice, first reported by The
Columbus Dispatch, came on a
routine, unrushed rollout pass.
Miller reportedly left the field
after screaming in pain but was
upbeat later while getting his
shoulder iced. He had his arm in
a sling on Monday night.
Miller is one of the Big Ten's
'most decorated quarterbacks,
and the falloff in experience
compared to his backups is
huge.
He has thrown 666 passes in
his glittering three-year career,
starting as a freshman. Barrett
has never played in a game,and
sophomore Cardale Jones threw
his only two collegiate passes
during a 56-0 rout of Purdue.
Miller has also run for 32
touchdowns and passed for 52,
putting him in reach of many of
Ohio State's career records at his
position.

meaning to the work the boys
have done, and it helps motivate
them moving deeper into the
season.
"To come out tonight and get
this win, it validates the boys
and what they believe in themselves,"'Son said.
A big factor in securing
Tuesday night's win was the
defenders for the Tigers.
Though the offense struggled
to maintain consistency, the
backfield held strong even when
the Maroons pressed hard and
earned corner kicks.
"Our back line has played with
a lot of intensity." Son said."At
times, they were controlling the
ball like we want them to."
Nic
goalkeeper
Senior
Alexander also helped boost the
Tigers to victory with the five

saves — three of which he
punched with one hand over the
top of the net.
Son said Alexander and the
other seniors keep the motivated.
"Our seniors and our group
have been fantastic and positive
and they build each other up,"
Son said. "They have a little
swagger to them. When you go
in expecting to win, that makes a
difference."
Notes: Jackson Cain and
Caleb Rogers received one yellow card each.
Abongo
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but
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Favorite Place to Get Catfish
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Favorite Mexican Restaurant
Favorite Asian Restaurant

Faorite Elected Official

r. cd • I

estaurant

I.

Favorite Broker/Investment Firm

Favorite Paving Service

Favorite Antique Store

Favorite Paiat Store

Favorite Car Wash

Favorite Lumber Yard

Favorite Florist

Favorite Veterinarian

Favorite Jewelry Store
Favorite Pest Control Service
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Store

Favorite Appliance Store
Favorite BBQ Restaurant

Favorite Bookstore
Favorite Place To Get Dessert

Favorite Optometrist
Favorite Flare To Get A Burger

Favorite Auto Dealer

Favorite Furniture Store
Favorite Cable Provider
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Favorite Steak House

Favorite Gift Shop

Favorite Oil Change Service
Favorite Fitness Center
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Favorite Place To Get Breakfast

Favorite Children's Clothing Store
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Favorite Hair Salon
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Favorite Physical Therapist

Favorite Attorney
Favorite Place To Get Fast Food

Favorite Orthodontist

Favorite Towing Service

Favorite Tanning Salon
Favorite Place To Get Home Cooking

Favorite Family Practitioner
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Favorite Heating & Cooling Service

Favorite Bank
Favorite After 5 Hangout
Favorite Coffee House

Favorite Bank Teller
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Favorite Restaurant

Favorite Chiropractor

Favorite Place To Get Pizza

Favorite Real Estate Agency

Favorite Lunch Spot

Favorite Real Estate Agent

Gas
Station

Favorite Day Care

Favorite Grocery Store
Favorite Liquor Store

Favorite Gas Station

Favorite Auto Repair
Favorite Consignment Shop

Favorite Plumbing Service

Favorite Hardware Store
Favorite Radio Personality

Favorite Thrift Store

Favorite Senior Living Community

Favorite Insurance Agency

Favorite Golf Course
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Favorite Pet Groomer

Favorite Ladies Clothing Store
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MCCH hosts 36th Service Awards Banquet
Special to the Ledger
Murray -Calloway
County
Hospital recently recognized
more than 130 employees at the
36th annual Service Awards
Banquet for reaching a milestone
in their years of service at both
MCCH and at Spring Creek
Health Care.
The banquet was 70s-themed
and held in the Curris Center
Ballroom at Murray State
University to honor employees
reaching a milestone in service.
Recent retirees and employees
with more than 20 years of service
but not celebrating a milestone
year were also honored. In total,
the employees celebrating milestones represented more than
1,775 combined years of service.
Musical entertainment was provided during the dinner, and

MCCH CEO Jerry Penner delivered opening remarks and honored those with 30, 25 and 40year service milestones. Hospital
chaplain Kerry Lambert gave the
invocation and John Wilson, vice
president of Human Resources,
recognized
recent
retirees,
employees with 20 or more years
of service. Sandra Dick, Lisa Ray,
Dirk Morgan and Keith Travis
recognized the five, 10, IS, 20
and 25-year milestone recipients.
"Tonight's celebration speaks to
the tenure and commitment to
both our organization and the
patients to whom we provide care.
Your good work does not go
unnoticed ... I challenge you to
continue your dedication and
Photo submitted
service to our hospital," said
Pictured are MCCH employees in attendance at the 2014 Service Awards Banquet celebratPenner to the assembled employing 35 years of service with the hospital. From left, Carolyn Thorne, Teresa Nixon, Sherry
ees at the banquet.
Fox, Marty Pace and Ellen Tidwell.

MSU alum Hill
becomes director
at Baptist Health
Special to the Ledgew
Baptist Health recently named
Maria Hill, RN, Director ot
Training and Development.
Hill
has
worked at Baptist
nearly 28 years
in several departments. including
ICU,
the
Outpatient
Center
and
Education and
Development.
She has a bachelor's degree in nursing from
Murray State University and a
master's degree in education
with a specialization in training
and performance improvement
from Capella University.

Baptist Health Foundation names
new members with Murray ties
Special to the Ledger
Steve Powless, Roy Riley and
Jeremy White have been named
members of the Baptist Health
Foundation Paducah board of directors.
Powless is CEO of Computers
Services Inc., located in the Paducah
Information Age Park. He has a
Riley
bachelor's degree in business from Powiess
Murray State University, which named him a 2014 Distinguished
Alumnus.
Riley is the president of Peel & Holland Inc., which has an office
in Murray. He has a bachelor's degree in business administration,
insurance and risk management from the University of Memphis.
White is a member of Blythe, White & Associates Certified Public
Accountants and Consultants. He has bachelor's degree in accounting from the University of Evansville.
In addition, hospital volunteer Tom Cannon joined the board in
May 2014 as an ex-officio voting member representing the
Board members serve as public advocates for the foundation and
its mission by providing strategic leadership for fund development
to expand and 'enhance healthcare services at Baptist Health
Paducah.

MSU alum Ballew joins Lourdes medical staff
Special to the Ledger
Mercy Medical Associates,
Lourdes'
employed/owned
physician practice is pleased to
welcome Laurie Ballew. DO to
the medical staff. Dr. Ballew
graduated from Heath High
School,
Murray
State
University.
Vanderbilt
University and the University of
Osteopathic Medicine in Des
Moines,Iowa.
Dr. Ballew comes to Lourdes
from
the
University
of
Louisville, Norton Hospital. She
is certified by the American
Board of Psychiatry and
Neurology, the American Board
of Psychiatry and Neurology:
Psychosomatic Medicine and
the
American
136ard
of

Addiction
Medicine.
"I grew up in
the Heath community and am
looking forward
to returning to
Paducah
and
joining
the
Lourdes
and Ballew
Mercy Medical Associates family:. says Dr. Ballew."My areas
of expertise include patients
with mood disorders, psychotic
disorders, adult ADHD,dementia and addiction."
Dr. Ballew is practicing at
Mercy Behavioral Health. For
more information call (270)
444-2250, option 3, or toll free
at 1-877-219-2708.

in Minimally Invasive
Gynecology

Women have another reason
to expect world -class care at
Baptist Health.
Baptist Health Paducah and Blair Tolar, MD, have earned the Center of
Excellence Minimally Invasive Gynecology(COEMIG)designation for
high-quality, safe care.
Only 170 hospitals in the world have been designated by the American
Association of Gynecologic Laparoscopists(AAGL)and the Surgical
Review Corp. To achieve COEMIG,,surgeons and hospitals must partner
„
together to demonstrate an unparalleled commitment to minimally
invasive gynecologic surgical care.
Baptist Health Paducah and Blair Tolar, MD, offer a variety of minimally
invasive procedures for chronic pelvic pain, abnormal
bleeding and urinary stress.
What does COEMIG mean for women facing
gynecologic surgery?
• Faster recovery time and less scarring.
• Minimally invasive treatment options that
best meet their needs.

For more information, speak to one

of our nurses at Baptist Health Line:
270.575.2918

BAPTIST HEALTH'
PADUCAH
BaptistHealthPaducah.ccim
Photo Provided

DEVOTED DONOR: Mike Faihst is pictured during a recent
donation to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood
Donor Center, where he hit his 10-gallon lifetime donation
mark. Faihst said he began donating when blood drives were
held at Mattel and does it because he has something people
need and he is passionate about helping others in the community.
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2 Tennessee Titans
Season Tickets. 10
games + 2 preseason.
$400 per ticket. Home
Side!! Sec 336, Row Y
1,2.
Seats,
615.209.0558
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Linda Avery
Circuit Court Clert
Notice To Creditors
The following guardian
appointments have been
made in the Calloway
County Distnct Court. Al
claims against these
appointments should be
filed with the fiduciary
within six months of the
date of qualification.
In Re: Brayden Wells
Murray, Ky 42071
Guardian: Bonnie Wells
305 Pine St
Murray, Ky 42071
Attorney: N/A
Appointed: 8-11-14
In re: Noah Wells
Murray, Ky 42071
Guardian: Bonnie Wells
305 Pine St
Murray, KY 4271
Attorney: N/A
Appointed: 8-11-14

Estate of: Betty Jo Crass
Murray, Ky 42071
14-P-188
Fiduciary Gary Crass
206 Faxon Rd
Murray, Ky 42071
Attorney: William Adams
PO Box 1419
Murray, Ky 42071
Appointed: 7-28-14
Estate of: Cleveland Foy
Murray, Ky
14-P-184
Fiduciary:
Paula Frederrick
233 Bendefield Ln
Farmington, Ky 42040
Attorney: N/A
Appointed: 7-30-14
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today!
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad

BENEFICIAL ICEI1TUCKY INC , D/B/A
CKY,
BENEFICIAL MORTGAGE CO. OF KENTU

PLAINTIFF

JPMORGAN CHASE BANK.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,

CEIT, UNKNOWN
SUSAN G. PLUNKETT,A/K/A SUSAN PLUNI
SUSAN PLUNKETT,
SPOUSE OF SUSAN G. PLUNKETT,/OVA
LOWAY COUNTY
FIRST SELECT CORPORATION, MURRAY-CAL
R,PSC,
HOSPITAL, PRIMARY CARE MEDICAL CENTE
ALTH OF KENTUCKY,
HALIFAX FINANCIAL GROUP, COMMONWE
DEFENDANTS
, LLC,
CITY OF MURRAY,ICLAS PROPERTIES

DEFENDANTS

Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of
to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
on August 28, 2014, in the above cause,
together with accrued interest thereon
57.99,
$141,9
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t
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approx
the
1, 2013, until fully paid, plus costs, fees,
at the rate of 4.5% per annum from July
Courthouse door in the ('ity of Murray,
etc.. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
t bidder, at public auction on Thursday,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highes
a.m., local time, or thereabout, the folSeptember 4, 2014, at the hour of 10:00
ay County, Kentucky, with its address
lowing described property located in Callow
as
land being more particularly described
being 115 Hill Drive. Murray, KY 4207

BANK OF

G. Plunkett by deed dated November
Being the same property conveyed to Susan
the office of the Clerk of Calloway
in
956,
Page
at
169,
3, 1986, of record in Book
County
on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
The aforementioned property shall be sold
ser shall be required to deposit with
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purcha
se price, with the balance to be
purcha
the
of
(10%)
t
the commissioner ten percen
surety bond, bearing interest
ent
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with
days,
(30)
paid in full within thirty
and fully due and payable in
paid,
until
sale
of
date
the
at 12% per annum from
ty as additional security.
proper
the
on
ed
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be
shall
thirty (30) days. A lien
shall be sold subject to the
but
paid,
and
ained
ascert
be
All delinquent taxes shall
2014 ad valorem taxes

Estate of:
Billy Ray Adams
Murray, KY 42071
14-P-189
Fiduciary: Shelia Crouse
1617-B ST RT 121
Murray, Ky 42071
Attorney: N/A
Appointed: 7-28-14
Estate of. Charles Elkins
New Concord, Ky 42076
14-P-208
Fiduciary:
Kathleen Elkins
73 Baycove
New Concord, Ky 42076
Attorney Greg Taylor
306-B S 12th St.
Murray, Ky 42071
Appointed 8-11-14

follows:
in the County of Calloway, State of
Legal description of a tract of land located
Quarter of Section 28, Township 3,
Kentucky, being a part of the Northwest
Subdivision Plat of record in Plat
Range 4 East, and a part of Lot 1 of a Minor
Lot 9 of Landon Hills Subdivision, of
Book 19, Page 35, Slide 1747. and also being
in the Calloway County Court Clerk's
record in Plat Book 38, Page 9, Slide 3625

records.
on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
The aforementioned property shall be sold
ser shall be required to deposit with
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purcha
purchase price, with the balance to be
the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the
ent surety bond, bearing interest
paid in full within thirty (30)days, with suffici
paid, and fully due and payable in
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until
on the property as additional security.
thirty (30) days. Alien shall be retained
paid, but shall be sold subject to the
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and
2014 ad valorem taxes.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-CI-00536

PLAINTIFF

DEFENDANTS

Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of
the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
on June 23, 2014, in the above cause, to satisfy
I
plus interest, coats, attorney fees, etc.,
1.31,
$78,16
of
t
amoun
imate
approx
the
ouse door in the City of Murray,
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courth
t bidder, at public auction on Thursday.
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highes
a.m., local time, or thereabout, the folSeptember 4, 2014, at the hour of 10:00
ay County, Kentucky, with its address
lowing described property located in Callow
42071, and being more particularly
being 1601 Catalina Drive, Murray, KY
described as follows:
Plainview Acres Subdivision to the
Lot No. 12 in Block No. 2 in Unit No. 1 of
of record in Plat Book No. 2 at Page
town of Murray, Kentucky, as shown by plat
ay County Court.
No. 3, in the office of the Clerk of the Callow
is sold subject to the restrictions as set
The above and foregoing described lot
ay County Court in Plat Book No. 22
forth in the office of the Clerk of the Callow
specifically referred to in this conveyance
at Page No 4, and such restrictions are
and incorporated herein in full.
Joshua A. Garland, a single person, by
Being the same real estate conveyed to
dated February 6, 2007. of record in
deed from William Clinton Stewart, single.
of the Calloway County Court
Book 680, Page 590, in the office of the Clerk
on a cash or credit basis of thirty (30)
The aforementioned property shall be sold
days. the purchaser shall deposit with
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30)
purchase price and execute bond with
the Commissioner ten percent(10%)of the
der, bearing interest at 12% per annum
good and sufficient surety for the remain
due and payable within thirty days. A
from the date of sale until paid, and fully
additional security. All delinquent
lien shall be retained on the property as
ty
paid by the Commissioner but the proper
taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and
taxes.
m
valore
ad
shall be sold subyect to the 2014

Selling your
motorcycle or ATV'

This 13th day of August, 2014

Call us, we'll be
glad to twolp.
Murray Ledger &

Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Great
Opportunity. Call
270-994-8041.

NOTICE OF SALE

JOSHUA GARLAND,
A/K/A JOSHUA A. GARLAND

This 13th day of August, 2014

KAMPUS Kutz
Barter & Beauty Shop,
Now Hiring Licensed
Great
Stylist.
Hair
(directly
Location
across form campus.)
Friendly environment.

LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS: Positions
available: Persons
needed to
prepare income tax
returns_ Seasonal
employment. We will
train. Call 270-7539204
or if no answer call
270-437-4531.
KeeFORCE is seeking
Computer
a
Technician. For details
of position please visit
www keeforce.com/car
eers.php
AN established and
growing business in
Paris is looking for
someone to help in
bookkeeping. We are
seeking a full-time
worker. Our hours are
Monday
8-5
from
Friday.
through
Previous expenence is
not
but
preferred
required. This individual must be able to
work with computers.
The pay is very cornpetitive for this area
and will be based On
Please
experience.
send resume and references to P.0 Box 909
38242.
TN
Paris.
must be
Resumes
received by 8/31/2014.
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SHERYL /
SHERYL
UNKNOW
DANIEL ti
UNKNOV
LOGAN J
LOGAN J
AND LEG

Saunders and wife, Kern Saunders
Being the same property conveyed to Steven
, by virtue of a deed from West
who acquired title, with rights of survivorship
dated August 10, 2011, recorded August
Calloway County Development Company,
Page 308, Calloway County, Kentucky
16, 2011, at Official Records Volume 886,

Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

VS

VS.

Office.

This 13th day of August, 2014

N,

This 5th d
Respectfull
MAX W. Pe,
Master Cor
Calloway(

STEVEN SAUNDERS,
KERRI SAUNDERS,

of Sale entered by the Calloway
By virtue of a Summary Judgment and Order
cause, to satisfy the Judgment of
Circuit Court on August 28, 2014, in the above
of $64,245.52, together with accrued
the Plaintiff in the approximate amount
annum from July 28, 2009, until fully
interest thereon at the rate of 5.25% per
to offer for salt at the Courthouse door
paid, plus costs, fees, etc.. I shall proceed
ky, to the highest bidder, at public
in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentuc
the hour of 1000 a.m., local time, or
auction on Thursday, September 4, 2014, at
ty located in-Calloway County,
thereabout, the following described proper
17th Street, Murray, KY 42071
Kentucky, with its address being 304 North
more particularly described as fol(Parcel ID No. 001-0-0015-00001). and being
lows:
as shown in the plat of Hamilton
Part of Lots No. 22, 23 and 24 in Block "3
plat in Deed Book 17, Page 534.
Addition to the town of Murray, Kentucky,
in Block 3, thence South with the West
Beginning at the NW corner of Lot No. 22
East 133 feet to a stake the. NE
boundary of said lot 90 feet to a stake; thence
feet to a stake; thence West with Olive
corner of Thomas Jones; thence North 90
Street 133 feet to the point of beginning.

U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATIO
A/K/A U.S. BANK, NA,

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE
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NOTICE OF SALE
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 14-CI-00029

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 10-CI-00406

Estate of:Molene Burke:et
Murray, Ky 42071
14-P-206
Fiduciary:Michael Coy
36 Riviera Courts
Murray, Ky 42071
Attorney:
Warren Hopkins
405-B Maple St
Murray, Ky 42071
Appointed: 8-11-14

Times
270-753-1916

4Ciri, Eyecare

Thank you for your business!

Estate of Lica Rushing
Murray, Ky 42071
14-P-209
Fiduciary: Lori Rushing
506 Colice Jeanne Rd
Naahvillle, Tn 37221
Attorney Wiliam Adams
PO Box 1419
Murray, Ky 42071
Appointed: 8-11-14

ARRRAY

Subject to c
643, Page 4

Always on Time & What You Ordered
1604 Hwy 121 Bypass-Murray
753-7743
tshirts1@murray-ky.net

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

Estate of:
Stephen Golightly
Murray, Ky 42071
14-P-166
Fiduciary: Cara Golightly
2027 Brink Ave
Cape Girardeau, MO
63703
Attorney: Greg Taylor
306-B 12th St.
Murray, Ky 42071
Appointed: 8-1-14

subsoil:* to the

46, Embroidery 8
55
Screen Printing

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
Residential & Commercial

Estate of Eugene Skinnet
Murray, Ky 42071
14-P-181
Fiduciary: Rita Cardenas
515 Parker Rd
Paducah, Ky 42003
Anita Harper
35 Astoria Ct.
Murray, Ky 42071
Rebecca Vance
1775 Turner Rd
Murray, Ky 42071
Attorney:Warren Hopkins
405-B Maple St
Murray, Ky 42071
Appointed: 7-21-14

number (270)753-6999

1
Visa
Money Order
Check
1
1
Name__ _
1
1 St. Address__
1
City
1
_
1 State

Three Months is $110/month
Six Months is $100/month

Estate of E.B. Fennel
Almo, Ky
14-P-197
Fiduciary. Marie Crouch
2627 Spring Mill PI
Burlington, Ky 41005
Attorney Sid Easley
204 S. 6th St
Murray. Ky 42071
Appointed: 8-4-14

In re: Toe Tyler
Murray, Ky 42071
Guardian: Joe Epps
553 Warbler Ln.
Almo, Ky 42020
Attorney: N/A
Appointed: 8-11-14

$125

One Month is

Estate of: Pansy Pritchett
Murray, KY 42071
14-P-190
Fiduciary: Robert Parke
117 Abilene Ln.
Dexter, Ky 42036
Attorney: N/A
Appointed: 7-30-14

,
So many thanks from my
heart of hearts to all
11/ those who heCyed with
their warm wishes and
generosity. Ifairmasters
has relocated to 818
CoCdwater Road. Same

1

Run this ad everyday in the
Murray Ledger & Times!

The following Estate
Fiduciary appointments
have been made in the
Calloway District Court.
All claims against these
estates should be filed
with the Clerk , the personal representative and
his/her attorney within
six months of the date of
qualification:

ial
The Fiscal Year 2013-2014 Annual Financ
Report of the Murray Independent School
t website
District has been posted on the Distric
this
for public viewing. If you wish to view
report, go to the following address:
http://www.murray.kyschools.usiftnance.asp
the
Other required documents are on file at
Murray Board of Education, 208 South 13th
Street Murray, KY 42071. This has been
3 and
published in accordance with KRS 160.46
KRS 424.220.
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Are you looking for an exciting positi
Healthcare?
A position where you will be challenged
and rewarded?
Correct Care Solutions is looking for Top
Notch Healthcare Professionals, who want
to join the world's second largest
Correctional Healthcare Company!
Come be a part of the Right people,
doing the Right things!

•Medical Director (FT) in Eddyville, KY.
Pnmary Care or Internal Medicine Physician

We offer a generous compensation and
benefits package which includes medical,
dental, vision, 401K, FSA, tuition
reimbursement and much more!
For immediate consideration,
send CV/resume to: Fax: (615)324-5774
Email: kyrndjobs0correctcaresolutions.coM
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Central City, KY
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 1e-CI-00179

1O&
n. 9 un
.9LJrL
12 p
ue.1pA
12 p.m.
12 p.m

BRANCH BANKING & TRUST COMPANY,
VS.

ray

!ties
• S. 12th
Murray
759-2500

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

VANDERBILT MORTGAGE AND FINANCE,INC.,
ASSIGNEE OF ChM HOMES,INC.
VS.

ARK LANDHOLDINGS & RESALE, L.L.C.,
JOHN SCHEERINGA,JENNIFER SCREERINGA,
RICHARD GROCHA,JUDITH GROCHA,
WESTERN SHORES PROPERTY OWNERS ASSOCIATIO
N, INC.,
A/KJA WESTERN SHORES GROUP DOCK ASSOCIATIO
N,
A/1C/A WESTERN SHORES OWNERS ASSOCIATION,
UNKNOWN OCCUPANTS/TENANTS OF WOODDUCK LANE,
LOT 3, MURRAY, KY 42071,
DEFENDANTS

Subject to covenants and restrictions for WESTERN SHORES recorded
in Book
643, Page 415, in the Calloway County Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky.
Subject to all restrictions, conditions, requirement and easements as
set out in
the Deed from the United States of America Tennessee Valley Authority of
record
in Book 103, Page 507, in the Calloway County Clerk's Office in Murray,
Kentucky.
Subject to TVA Restrictions which does not convey any right to construct or
maintain a private water use facility. Rights of ingress and egress to and from the
waters of Kentucky Lake or to construct or maintain private water use facilities
which may have accrued to this lot, if any are vested in Western Shores Group
Dock Association and are exercised in accordance with the Association Agreement
and only through the TVA 26a permit already issued to the Group Dock
Association or subsequent such permits so issued.

.cont

iy!

RN or LPN Position
Harrelson Elementary School-Puryear

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-C1-00433

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court
on June 23, 2014, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment
of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $175,323.84, with interest at the
rate of 11.90% per
day after December 16, 2013, until paid in full, coats, fees, etc.,
I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door at 101 South Fifth Street,
in the City of
Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
public auction on
Thursday, August 21, 2014, at the hour of 1000 a.m., local time, or
thereabout,
the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
with its
address being Woodduck Lane, Lot 3, Murray, KY 42071 (PVA
Map #9243-000100003) and being more particularly described as follows:
Being designated as lot 3, WESTERN SHORES,Phase 1, as shown on
plat of
same of record in Plat Book 38, Page 87, Slide 3703, in the Calloway
County
Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky, to which plat specific reference is
hereby
made for a more particular description of said lot.

cg
ing
rclereci

Wednesday, August 20, 2014 • 3B

BEING, the same property conveyed to Ark Landholdings & Resale, LLC from KY
Land Partners, LLC a Limited Liability Company, by a Deed of Conveyance,
dated June 20, 2006, recorded in Deed Book 656, Page 481, in the Office of the
Clerk of Calloway County, Kentucky.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty (30)
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent t 10%)of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 125, per annum
from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days. A
lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent
taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property
shall be sold subject to the 2014 ad valorem taxes.

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

TOMMY KIMBRO,A/1C/A TOMMY KIMBRO,JR..
KIMBERLY R. KIMBRO A/K/A KIMBERLY RENEE KIMBRO,
and CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of•Default Judgment In Rem and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on August 28, 2014, in the above cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $54,207 95, as of
October 2, 2013, with interest thereon at the contract rate of 8.49% per annum to
the date of judgment, and thereafter at the contract rate, until paid, I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, KY, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, September 4,
2014, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following deacribbd
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 1269
Speaker Trail, Murray, KY 42071,and being more particularly described as follows.
One-half(?) acre, more or less, beings part of Section 12, Township 1, Range 5,
East, lying South of Panther Creek and West of the TVA Highway, more particularly described as follows.
Beginning at the Northwest corner of the one ( I) acres, more or leas, lot of
Tommy Kimbro, et at. conveyed to Tommy Kinibro by 0. C. Kimbro by deed
dated April 13, 1973, of record in Microfilm Book 152, Card 919, and which
point
of beginning lies on the East edge of the 0. C. Kimbro property; thence in a
Northerly Northwesterly direction along the 0. C. Kimbro East boundary for a
distance of 105 feet to a point marked by an iron pin; thence in an easterly
Northeasterly direction parallel to the Timmy Kinibro North boundary for a distance of 210 feet to a point marked by an iron pin; thence in a Southerly
Southeasterly direction 105 feet to the Northeast corner of the Tommy Kimbro lot
and which point is marked by an iron pin; thence in a West Southwesterly direction 210 feet along the Tommy Kimbro North boundary to the point of beginning.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2014 ad valorem taxes.
This 13th day of August. 2014
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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BANK OF AMERICA. N
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Four Seasons Sales & Service
has an opportunity for a
Human Resource Manager

VS.

PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE

SHERYL ANN CATLETT, UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF
SHERYL ANN CATLETT, ROBERT EDWARD REQUARTH,
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF ROBERT EDWARD REQUARTH,
DANIEL JAMES HOLSKEY,SHELIA EARLENE STEWART,
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF SHELIA EARLENE STEWART.
LOGAN JAY HOISKEY, UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF
LOGAN JAY HOLSKEY, UNKNOWN HEIRS, DEVISEES,
AND LEGATEES OF ROBERT EDWARD REQUARTH,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on July 15, 2014, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $70,666.07, as of January 1, 2013, with interest at
the rate of 5.500% per annum, thereafter, attorney fees in the amount of $1,700,
plus additional costs, fees, etc.„ I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse
door at 101 South Fifth Street. in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, August 21, 2014, at the hour
of 10:00 a m , local time, or thereabout, the following described property located
in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 208 South 16th Street,
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a ?" diameter rebar 20 00' west of the centerline of South 16th
Street, and 281 64' South of the centerline of Poplar Street, said point being the
southeast corner of the Giao Dinh Property (Deed Book 173, Card 159);
Thence, along a line 20.00' from and parallel to the centerline of South 16th
Street, South 03 degrees 52' 40" East 75.00' to a ?" diameter rebar, corner to
James Pridemore (Deed Book 178, Card 1040):
Thence, with Pridemore North Line, South 86 degrees 29' 14" West 184 15' to a?"
diameter rebar on the east side of Vaughn Street;
Thence, with the East side of Vaughn Street, North 03 degrees 02' 16" West 75.00'
to a ?" diameter rebar, corner to Giao Dinh;

ARE%

CD

Thence, with Dinh's South line, North 86 degrees 29 14" East 183.05' to the point
of beginning.
This tract contains 13,770 square feet (0.3161 acres), but is subject to any additional road right of way which may be of record.
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Being the same property conveyed to Sheryl Ann Catlett, Robert Edward
Requarth. Daniel James Holskey, Shelia Earlene Stewart, and Logan Jay
Holskey, by deed dated January 17, 2013, recorded on January 22, 2013, in Deed
Book 953, Page 51, in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County, Kentucky.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty(30)
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty(30) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder. bearing interest at 12% per annum
from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days. A
lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent
taxes, if any, shall he ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property
shall be sold subject to the 2014 ad valorem taxes.

isnyinsuann
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Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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DATA entry position
available immediately.
This is a full-time position at an established
and growing business.
applying
Individual
must be able to work
well with computers
and have great communication skills. Pay
for this job is very competitive and will be
based on experience.
Please send resume
and references to PO.
Box 909 Pans, TN
38242.
NIGHT bartender wanted 4 nights or less a
week. Mainty be weekends Shift will be 6pm3am. Experience is
necessary Apply in
person at 641 Club.
731-247-5794

Summary
Develops policy and directs and coordinates human resources activities, such
as emptoyment, compensation, labor relations, benefits, training, and employee
services by performing the following duties.
Essential Duties and Responsibilities
• Analyzes wage and salary reports and data to determine competitive
compensation plan. Conducts wage surveys within labor market to determine
competitive wage rate.
• Writes directives advising department managers of Company policy regarding
equal employment opportunities, compensation, and employee benefits.
• Consults legal counsel to ensure that policies comply with federal and state
law. Identifies legal requirements and government reporting regulations affecting
human resources functions and ensures policies, procedures, and reporting are
in compliance
• Develops and maintains a human resources system that meets top
management information needs.
• Oversees the analysis, maintenance, and communication of records required
by law or local governing bodies, or other departments in the organization.
• Writes and delivers presentations to corporate officers or government officials
regarding human resources policies and practices.
• Recruits, interviews, tests, and selects employees to fill vacant positions.
• Plans and conducts new employee orientation to foster positive attitude toward
Company goals.
• Keeps records of benefits plans participation such as insurance and pension
plan, personnel transactions such as hires, promotions, transfers, performance
reviews, and terminations, and employee statistics for government reporting.
• Coordinates management training in interviewing, hiring, terminations,
promotions, performance review, safety, and sexual harassment.
• Advises management in appropriate resolution of employee relations issues.
• Responds to inquiries regarding policies, procedures, and programs.
• Administers performance review program to ensure effectiveness, compliance
and equity within organization
• Administers benefits programs such as life, health, and dental insurance plans,
vacation, leave of absence, and employee assistance.
• Investigates accidents and prepares reports for insurance camer.
• Coordinates Safety Committee meetings and acts as Safety Director.
• Prepares employee separation notices and related documentation, and
conducts exit interviews to determine reasons behind separations.
• Prepares reports and recommends procedures to reduce absenteeism and
turnover.
• Represents organization at personnel-related hearings and investigations.
• Contracts with outside suppliers to provide employee services, such as
temporary employees, search firms, or relocation services.
Supervisory Responsibilities
Provides management direction and counseling. Supervises payroll clerk and
temporary staffing as needed.
Qualifications, Education and/or Experience
To perform this job successfully, an individual must be able to perform each
essential duty satisfactorily. The requirements listed below are representative of
the knowledge, skill, and/or ability required.
Bachelor's degree (B. A.) from four-year college or university, or one to two
years related expenence and/or training; or equivalent combination of education
and experience.

This 5th day of August. 2014

ROTECH Healthcare in
Murray. KY /6 seeking
full
and
part-time
Patient
Care
Coordinators to join our
After Hours Call Center
and Sleep Central
teams. Computer and
phone skills are a must.
Applications can be
picked up at our office
Monday-Fnday at 104
Max Hun Drive Murray,
KY between 8.00am5:00pm or resumes
can be emailed to
rebecca butler Orotech
0
EOPMF/Protected
Veterans/Disabled
SEAMSTRESS
Needed
Apply in person
306 Main Street Murray

Et.
OFFICE
Manager/administrafive assistant for six
member holding company-Must be
honest, dependable.
bondable, able to perform a wide variety of
tasks with minimal
supervision, and pay
particular attention to
detail
QuIckbooks
experience a plus
Resumes to PO Box
453, Murray.
Looking for a certified
`handyman' that has
knowledge In plumbing, painting, electrical,
and appliance repairs
Please contact Kandla
at Garland Rentals for
more information
270-753-2905

The Henry Count Board of Education is an Equal Opportunity Employer

WE WANT YOU!!

TO DRIVE FOR US
LOCAL'LRUCKING COMPANY NO1A
COMPANY DRIVERS AND OWNER OPERATORS

DONT MISS OUT,CALL TODAY
877-833-4734
Construction Workers

060
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 14-CI-00115

Deadline for applications is September 2nd. Position open until filled.
Call for updated pay scale.

ALSO a 2004 Clayton Mobile Home, Serial No. CAP015288TNAB

This 5th day of August. 2014

Circuit Court
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us costa, fees,
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y described as

Nursing applications may be obtained at wa•nv henrykl2 net under
Employment. Employment Opportunities, then scroll down to 'Nurse'
or by calling or visiting'
Wendy S Collins, Director of Nursing
Henry County Board of Education
217 Grove Boulevard Pans, TN 38242
Work (731)644-3916 Cell (270)293-2932

Being the same property conveyed to Tommy Kimbro, Jr. from his parents,
Tommy Kimbro and Judy Kimbro, by Deed recorded on July 28, 2003, in Deed
Book 502, Page 681, in the Calloway County Clerk's Office.

PLAINTIFF

FENDAN"TS

Applicants should possess a valid TN nurse license or compact
state
license Two years experience in nursing preferred Must enpoy working
with children from Pre-K 8th grade Position requires administering
maintenance medications to all above age groups, some knowledge of
insulin pumps and ability to assist diabetic students in couttng
carbohydrates and administering insulin Health teaching may be
requested in classroom settings Will screen children at beginning of
school year and observe for signs and symptoms of disease
entities/conditions throughout school year Clinic averages 30-35 student
visits daily with a 650+ school population Must be able to communicate
clearly with students, parents and teachers and maintain documentation in
accordance with school nursing policies Interview date early September

Skills
Ability to read, analyze, and interpret the most complex documents. Ability to
respond effectively to the most sensitive inquiries or complaints. Ability to wnte
speeches and articles using onginalbr innovative techniques or style Ability to
make effective and persuasive speeches and presentations on controversial or
complex topics to top management, public groups, and/or boards of directors.
Ability to work with mathematical concepts such as probability and statistical
inference, and fundamentals of plane and solid geometry and trigonometry.
Ability to apply concepts such as fractions, percentages, ratios, and proportions
to practical situations.
Ability to apply pnnciptes of logical or scientific thinking to a wide range of
intellectual and practical problems. Ability to deal with nonverbal symbolism
(formulas, scientific equations. graphs, etc'(in its most difficult phases. Ability to
deal with a variety of abstract and concrete variables
Certificates, Licenses, Registrations
PHA or SPHR Certification preferred.
All applicants must complete a Four Seasons application for initial consideration. Applications will be accepted online at www.fstanning.com/careers, and
through the TN Career Centers at 55 Jones Bend Road Extended (Old Central
School), Paris and 470 Mustang Drive. Huntingdon.
Equal Opportunity Employer
The TN Dept of Labor and Workforce Development is and equal opportunity
employer/program: auxiliary aids and services available upon request.

Robinson Construction Company is accepting
applications and resumes for carpenters, rod
busters, concrete finishers, structural welders,
iron workers, millwrights, pipefitters, pipe
welders, operators, crane operators, field
engineers,foreman and superintendents for
heavy industrial work. MSHA training is
helpful but not required. E0E. Apply at
1821 Peartree Lane
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
Call Scott at 573-517-5128
or email resumes to:
kcisSell@robinsoncOnStruCtion corn
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO FIND A
TRULY FULFILLING CAREER/
Al HUTSON INC. we recognize that our
success as a company is dependent upon
having the best people, property trained, and
working together as a team to serve our
customers. We accomplish this through offering
a great, challenging work environment,
competitive pay and benefits, training and
career advancement opportunities.
Current job opportunities:
POSITION: ACCOUNTING CLERK-MURRAY
Responsibilities:
*Enters data into various accounting systems or
accounts including the general ledger, accounts
receivable, accounts payable, and inventory.
*Reconciles venous accounts which includes
identifying discrepancies and determining
corrective action
*Verifies accuracy of information used in select
accounting transactions such as researching
incorrect information, determining the proper
accouting treatment, and recommending
corrections to the transaction originator
*Analyzes and processes documents after
examining for completeness and accuracy
•May specialize in areas such as accounts
payable or accounts receivable
This person must have a positive attitude and
great customer service skills. We otter
competitive pay and employee benefit package.
If you are ready to ton the team send resume
to recruiting@hustoninc.com or apply online at
http://www.hutsoninc com/h2/careers.asp
Baptist Health Heart
Group of Murray is looking
for a Medical Assistant.
4
BAPTIST HEALTH Should have knowledge
and skills usually acquired
through graduating from
an accredited Medical Assistant Program or on
the job training; certification or willing to obtain.
Should be able to multitask, perform MA duties,
PreCert and schedule. Experience in a
physician or clinic office setting is preferred.
t•I

If interested please apply on-line at
BaptistHealtriPaducati.corn

Office Position Available
Requffetnents.. Minimum 5 years
experience in Payroll, Ar, AP and GL. Must
have good phone skills and assist with
scheduling field personnel. Strong
organizational skills, attention to detail and
ability to manage your time and complete
projects on time. Please include work
references.

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
mturayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to iobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the Jobnetwork.cmn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any

job
qutleh
issettin
iMon
gurr
ss. re
Th
ayg
i
dianygoo.
MANAGEMENT
Opportunity
local company
now expanding.
Customer Service
Representatives
needed.
Start immediately in
full-time positions leading to management.
We otter company
training,($2800 monthly) insured income to
start. Benefits, profit
shanng, yearly bonuses, advance company
training, strong incentive
programs.
Interviews
held
in
Pans. TN for Murray,
KY area. Call 270-8410748

1313Want to Buy
Grand Marquis car or
other excellent
condition. No Dealers.
270-436-5624

Private party Interest
ad In buying duplex
In cambrIdge area.
270-759-8252
Queen size hook-in
bed rails to use with
head board and foot
board.
270-759-4336
Leave Message
150
Articles
For Sale
lett aluminum boat 30
horse johnson and trailer.
Plywood 5/8, decking,
used never wet
270-753-6942

SINGEIR
SALES 6 VAC
JUKI, JANOME 4 SINGER
sewing machines
ORECK Vacuums
Quilts starting at $75
G.E. Financing

900-C 312th
8.1-Air Center
(270)753-5323

NMIAreserion
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
605 E Smith 12th St

(270) 753-1713

Mail resume to. PO Box 1378
Paris, TN 38242
090
Dernesde & Childcare
Will Clean Houses,
Experienced,
References
270-227-6504

Ware to Buy

Subscribe to
The Murray Ledger
& Times

DISCLAIMER

'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military Call Larry 7533633

CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERATORS,
STOVES,
HEATERS, AIR CONDITIONERS,
CARPETING, ETC. 270753-4109
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

Arched queen sitve
heavy duty steel plat
form bed frame with 8'
queen memory med
firm mattress
Like
new, only used a few
months $160 270-2933646
BRAND New Couch
and Loveseat, made by
England, yellow plaid,
sage, burnt orange
stripes
Loveseat Yellow
$140000
270-9789797

Murray I
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ies For NW

ALL FURNITURE &
ON
MATTRESSES
SALE
CARRAWAY
FURNITURE
& MATTRESSES
105N 3RD
270-753-1502
BEDROOM SUIT
6pc. Cherry, Solid
In
factory
Wood,
boxes
$795 00 270-293-4121
Can Deliver

UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012

Nice, Quiet Country
home, North of Murray.
2BR, 1BA, $550.00
with deposit. Call after
8pm 270-759-1204
Puryear, TN 1BR
270-492-8526

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

190
Farm Equipment

270
Mobile Homes For Sale

IOXIO's & 10115's

12701436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

•Insicie climate control
storage
•Security alarmed

2BR, 2BA, appliances
ncluded In Dexter.
Must have references
270-227-2335
70x14 2BR 2BA mobile
home off Hwy 80 cross
rd 464. 8 Mins to
Murray. $450/mth. plus
utilities. CM/A. Call
270-227-3476, 270436-2712

*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

Isms C.liallhosrs
WWW.OECLI.C.NET

(270)759-0890

ON BEA

MINI
STORAGE
Unit11111111 I
s

3 bedroom, 1 bath,
1600 square foot
brick country
charmer. Sits on
beautiful landscaped
1 acre lot. Detached
garage, new well,
HVAC, and all
appliances included.
Southwest school
district.

got It we can store It"

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

$120K

4
•ar\
ivri
McCUISTON

Store/Restaurant lake
area. Serious calls only
after 2pm. 270-4365277
375
Commerical Prop. For Rent

1BR apt in various
Coleman
locations.
Real Estate 270-7539898
Calloway Gardens

Essex Downs
Apartments

USED TIRES

103 North 3rd St

Free Estimates

Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
It is our house!

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding

mounted

*Firewood
*Insured

Call 753-5606
20
Boats 8 Motors

2,30°SOFT
Office/Retall/
Warehouse Space
802 Maple Street

Sweetwater
2004
20200P Pontoon with
trailer. 60hp Mercury
Big Foot 4 stroke
motor. 270-436-5892

270-753-8964

530
Services Offered

(270) 489-2839

clean up /body work
newly painted
single bay
605 S 3rd

380

Pets Supplies

HALL'S WASTir
MAN:AC:EMI'\
• weekly & •.pecial pic
• locally owned/operated

Obedience.
DOG
glendhenmere.corn
(270)436-2858.

bedroom
2
NICE
Duplex W/ carport,
appliances NO pets,
1 yr lease. 270-2277414
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO I 711
HOMO For Rent
2 or 38R Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109

nicholsent.com
/properties
2BR, all appliances,
washer, dryer, Large
Completely
carport
remodeled, Clean. 600
Broad St. Extended
650+650.
270-753-8944 after 5
270-226-8150

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licen.sed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

nil' Appliance
Repair
Serving

www.hillelectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean

out garages. gutters,
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb Tree Pro.
Lic/lns. 270-753-Tree
(8733)

Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4.859

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562, 2270267

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

Reel Estate
Murray Ledger & lime. Fai
• Housing Ad Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subsea to the Federal Fair
Hoitsing Act which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, imitation or discnminanon based on race. color, religion ev. handicap, familial status OT national ongut or intention to make any such references, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law All
person, are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an nasal °yrs tumty basis
For further ammtance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA nurse!

Rene P ?Allem rrni

Hill Electric

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

753-9562

Bengal hybrid kittens
$450. Serious inquiries
only. 270-978-6404

Ione

We// Drllllng

*Asphalt Irr,tallation
,tnpinq
*Seal coataxi &,
•Licensixf-insiirr,1
40 yrs POV'tlf Inf 0

(270)759-0501

West Kentucky

Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

*Handyman Services
*Yard Won(
*Gutters Cleaned

2
9 6 1 83

9

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Aug. 21, 2014:

Flooring & Decks
Electrical & Plumbing
Drywall & Repairs

response
ple start acting a little crazy around you, it might be in direct
You are
ck.
feedba
some
get
to
Try
g.
sendin
you're
vibes
to the mixed
12-year
new
a
enter
will
You
energy.
unusually creative and full of
get to know
luck cycle in late spring. If you are single, others want to
encounter
you. Be careful when meeting new people, as you could
ne very
someo
know
to
Get
able.
unavail
someone who is emotionally
attached, the
well before you decide whether to commit. If you are
you very close
two of you will enter a special period that brings
R can be
CANCE
nces.
differe
your
together. Accept and respect
clingy.

731-363-7738

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE

critical. If peoThis year you could alternate between nurturing and

LAN DSCAPEN6
MULCHING

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-

Free estimates
Call Kevin at

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
would like to
**** You might feel caught between doing what you
manipulation for
ize
Recogn
done.
be
to
needs
what
doing
do and
who are deeply
what it is. You might not want to play with those
favorite stressembedded in this type of behavior. Tonight: Choose a
buster.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
a difficult
***** Your ingenuity will come forward and eliminate
with others who
dealing
keep
to
tired
too
be
could
You
n.
situatio
shing stronger
complicate your life. Give some thought to establi
a fnend at a
boundaries. You know what you want. Tonight: Join
favorite spot.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
matter. Your
**** Stay anchored when dealing with a domestic
easier could be
ability to convert a difficult situation into one that is
fuse could be
challenged. Be patient when dealing with others. Your
ne else's
someo
to
Defer
:
Tonight
te.
short, especially with an associa
ideas.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
have a loved
***** You finally will feel more up to snuff, only to
to let this situaone become touchy and withdrawn. You might need
, go off and
tion work itself out. Try not to be so uptight; instead
like to do?
you
would
What
:
Tonight
enjoy.
choose an activity that you
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
be over*** So much is going on behind the scenes that you could
you are
where
know
you
and
want,
you
whelmed. You know what
se for now. It
heading. Pulling back might be the only smart respon
: Do your thing.
won't be long before you feel more in control. Tonight

270-293-4020

David's Home
Improvement
tic
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists

Remodeling & Plumbing
Will Do Insurance Worts
Visa & MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION

s. TRUCKING
'All Year Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult

(270)293-8686

KENTWISYLAKE
REMODEUNG.COM

Drywall. Painting,
Plumbing, Floonng, Decks

Gary Z70-227-0420

270-436-5959

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
Al Shrigles Hand titied

by Jacqueline Bigar

Home Improvements
Design Services

Licenced and Insured
Veteran Owned

Greg Mansfield
411111111.
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6° Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown SeMce
Doc! spend your money our of
state keno it tag,'
(270) 293-8480

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** A discussion can be

put off only for so long. Your creativity
What you see happen could please
day.
your
into
ly
natural
will feed
anticipated that reaction. What
have
not
might
you, even though you
Tonight: A midyou were concerned about won't be an issue now.
break.
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cial concern. The two of you clearly do not share the
d. Tonight: Be
and it will become very evident when money is involve
night.
all
you
takes
it
if
willing to clear out extra work, even

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You might feel as if

you are caught between a rock and a
come to a decision.
hard place. You need to rethink a problem and
once you
Your ability to negotiate a different solution will emerge
a favorite
Choose
:
Tonight
mind.
your
clear
to
a
detach. Take walk
mental escape.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You could be overwhelmed

by all the choices an associate
out how to make a decision.
figure
to
presents. Somehow you'll need
driving force. Take
Understand that money doesn't have to be the
it easy.
Make
:
Tonight
.
picture
big
the
at
look
your time, and

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
carry more
**** You will be in the mood to do less and let others
be up for taking

34..11A5
GO 7

!WEAK

AND C
AN ICE
SANI›

will
of their weight with a project. Fortunately, they
f that you
on more responsibility. It is important to prove to yoursel
: Keep it light and easy.
can relax and assume a different role. Tonight

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
how an asso***** You'll see a personal matter differently from
l problems with

ciate sees it. Sometimes discussing one's persona
this might not be the
others does provide a fresh perspective, but
: Schedule a mesTonight
that.
decide
can
case for you. Only you
sage.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
someone who
**** You'll become more resourceful in spite of
inted. There is an
keeps saying *no.- Don't waste time feeling disappo
discussions
easier solution; you simply haven't found it yet. Keep
there were
if
as
Act
:
Tonight
e.
obstacl
this
open until you can bypass
no tomorrow.

BORN TODAY

songwriter Kenny
Basketball player Wilt Chamberlain (1936), singer/
(1956)
Cattrall
Kim
actress
,
(1938)
Rogers

•••
t at www.jacquelinebigar.com.
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Bigar
line
Jacque

(o) 2014 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

D.G.
•Power Washing
*Residential
*Commercial
(270)435-4431

1'R ‘V IS
k SI'l I. I

D&G Cleaning
30 years experience
Honest & reliable
No lob too big or too
small
Free estimates
270-978-1335
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Horoscope

*Home Repairs

Over 28 Years
Experience

1.4.1••

5 6i 4
1 5-9
6 38
7 412
.i•

C&M
CONTRACTING

einsured.Sr Discount
Free Est/metes
-Member OIAilyfer List

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

2 31 97.8
8'7 2 4 6 3
1 94 2 5 7
356 8 1 9

We//Pump Service

270-293-4256
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsent.com/properties or call 270-7534109

ANTCHELL
BROS.
PAII/A16

54 9 6 21 3 8 ii 7
68,7 3 4:5 9 211

O

•Honte improvements
19eth t4 Kitchen

Auto Shop

(2719485-6122

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR
units. Rent based on
income.
Mobility impairment
accessible. Phone:
270-492-8721. Mon,
Wed & Fri. TDD 711
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

270-293-1924

14. 15 16 inch
Starting at S20

Info 270-753-8964

Cr

VERY nice 4BR. 2BA,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

Rephicetnt fir ,mirr Perdu

Auto Parts

GREAT RETAIL
LOCATION!

1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
!SOS Duiguid Drive
TDD i-aos-545-11133 en 283
equal
Thu inslaullon
opporrunin prcmulta
and employer

ROOFING

Suzuki
4x4,
ATV
Vinson, 500 quad
Runner,
33.6HP/493.0CC.
466.9HRS, 2485 Mlles,
5 sp Manual. $2500.00
Ph (270)436-6068

424 5 7C96 8 1 3
763 1 8 4 2 9 5
9'1 8 53 2 4 7 6

3
7
1
2
6

4
5
9 7 5

Difficulty Level ***

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:

Call 270-978-6877

11x10 Room 3 blocks
rom MSU. Perfect for
nail tech, hair etc. Call
for details.
270-227-1617

3BR, 1BA
270-978-1400

9
3
48
7
5
3

GARLAND
RENTALt
If you

Answer to prevIOUS Puzzle

6

1112 Whitson Ave.

470
Motorcycles 8 ATY's

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
270-753required.
4109.
1BR apt all appliances
and 4BR duplex 2
1/2bath all appliances,
12mo. lease NO pets
270-226-2043

•

2417 Survilksw •EloctricIty
Now Have 110akxtft Control Units

For sale. Country home
3BR, 3BA, about 2000
sq ft. wood floors, lots
of deck, screened
porch, country kitchen
& dining room. Big bedrooms, closetmaid in all
huge closets & kitchen.
charm.
of
Lots
Attached garage, out
buildings. Near 1&1/2
acre. PLUS a guesthouse with bed/bath.
1405 Peach Orchard
road. $182,500. 270227-3623.

Corner of 121S. & Gleadele.

280
Mobile Homes For Rent

lalustrlaUesentsretaUlliedissed

Homes For Sale

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.

2BR, and Lot
$12,900
270-753-6012

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

2BR, 1Bath, Large
Family Robm with
fireplace,
New 30x30 Pol Bam
3Acres, 2miles out o'
town. 270-226-9388 c,
270-753-7472.

Musical

By Dave Green

SudoKu

2 1 6 3 4

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Rivertield Estates
SSG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

BALDWIN Acrosonic
Piano $400 OBO 270293-7302

Catscaptis

For Sew

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

1959 Ford 861 Tractor.
Power
PTO.
Live
Good
Steering,
Condition. Call 270293-0228

grxi with
Sucioku is a nuniber-pisong puzzki band an a Iiix9
numbers i
several riven numbers The coped a lo pieoe sr
and each
cclurnn
tie army swam so Meech row, each
Ievei
353 box corvine the some number only cnce The cialculty
Si.sxlny
or the Concepts Sucloitu flat:WM from Monday lo

SUDOKU

Milan For Sete

38R, 28A Brick C/H/A,
Large yard, oetatched
garageistorage
NO pets. NO smoking
$500 Dep. $800 MO
Fiet/Lse Reg 3MI East
of Murray.
Avail. Sept. 1st
270-492-6107

PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic
Queen $195,00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver

Murray Ledger & Thnes

CussinEros

DONOVAN:
Labrador Retriever &
Australian Shepherd Mix,
neutered, young, male

BRYNN:
Tabby & Domestic Short
Hair Mix • Adult •
Female

SHELTER HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contact

County Animal Shelter
at(270)759-4141

Murray-Calloway
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Tea years ago
Murray City Schools began their all
Cheerleaders from Calloway day classes today.
County High School recently woo
The Murray Tourism Commission
first place in the extreme routine and the Murray-Calloway County
competition at UCA Summer Camp Chamber of Commerce officials
held at Graves County High School. report that the sale of the Murray
Ashley Edwards, Ashley Henson Identification auto plates has far
and Megan Futrell were named all- exceeded expectations.
stars.
Adam Lanning's dream came true
Jim Baurer will take over the head in qualifying for Ironmiut.
coaches position for the Murray
Pictured is Murray State head
High boys soccer team this year. He football coach Frank Beamer as he
was an assistant to head coach gives receiver Monty King
a little
James Weatherly for 10 years until one-on-one instruction following
Weatherly decided to retire.
Saturday's intersquad scrimmage.
Pictured is Murray High School
Larry Stubblefield of Almo is
junior quarterback Hugh Rollins shown with a 10 lb. cantaloupe he
and head coach Rick Fisher as they grew in the garden of his mother,
prepare for their opening game in Clara Stubblefield. His son, Larry,
the Pella Progress Bowl.
and his niece Cielita help him to
Officers of the Kappa Department show it off.
of the Murray Woman's Club for
Forty years ago
the 2004-2005 club year are Martha
The Murray Division of the
Roberts, vice chairman; Cathy Pigg, Tappan Manufacturing Company
chairman; Janet Henley, secretary
held an open house yesterday in
and Laura Dziekonski. treasurer.
conjunction with the bicentennial
Twenty years ago
celebration.
Scott Seiber. director of programs
Staff Sgt. Thomas J. Stom attendof Land Between the Lakes, spoke ed his last Army Reserve meeting
at the July meeting of Kentucky this weekend after 22 years with the
Lake Chapter of American Murray Company. He was honored
Association of Retired Persons held
with a special retirement dinner. He
at the Holiday Inn, Murray.
is pictured with ILT Larry Doyle,
Pictured is Carrie Bell who is one commander and his wife, Emma
of the seven returning starters on the Lou Stom.
Calloway County Lady Laker socBirths reported include a boy to
cer team this season.
Capt. and Mrs. Dave Carr, Aug. 12;
Trent Nix is the only senior and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Kenny
just one of the four returning Burton, Aug. 14; a girl to Mr. and
starters for the Calloway County Mrs. Mark Quinn, Aug. 16; and a
Lakers soccer team this season.
girl to Mr.and Mrs. David Williams,
Sara Klaus, a 1994 graduate of Aug. 18.
Murray High School, has been
Winners of the Junior Golf
awarded four scholarships for the Tournament at the Oaks Country
1994-95 academic year at Murray Club were Kevin D'Angelo,
State University. Klaus is the Tommy Fike, Michael Boggess and
daughter of Gene and Mary Klaus Tressa Brewer.
of Murray.
Fifty years ago
Residents of Hazel are making
Johnny Quetermous and Bob
preparations for the annual Hazel Taylor won honors in the boys diviDay celebration scheduled for Oct. sion of the West Kentucky Junior
1.
Golf Championship in Mayfield.
Thirty years ago
Sixty years ago
Pictured is Lenora Roberts.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
Robertson Elementary first grade "Eye of Texas" with Roy Rogers,
teachers as she helps Jason Lovett Trigger. Andy Devine, Bob Nolan
introduce himself to his classmates. and the Sons of the Pioneers.

Husband who relives his past
should focus on his present
DEAR ABBY: I'm married to
the love of my life. I can't unagine loving a man more than I
love "Wayne," and I know be
feels the same about me. The
problem is, he's always telling
stories about things he has done,
including past relationships, in
graphic detail.
I
have
heard all of
them repeatedly, and I'm
sick of them.
When I tell
him this he
says, "Fine! I
won't talk to
you
anymore." Wayne
never
talks
about OUR
past, present
By Abigail
or
future.
Van Buren
How can I get
him to stop
reliving "the good ol' days" and
start focusing on our life together? -- CURRENT EVENT IN
KENTUCKY
DEAR CURRENT EVENT:
Wayne may react defensively when
you say you're "sick" of his stories because he feels you are criticizing him. Perhaps if you told
him that hearing him dwell on
past relationships is hurtful, he
might be willing to enlarge his
repertoire.
If that doesn't help, it's possible your husband feels his best
years are behind him. Past conquests and adventures can be more
fun to dwell on than the new
lawnmower. the plumbing that
needs replacement, which friends
are sick and the most recent one
who died. Things might improve
if you work together to create activities that will spice up your lives
and give him some new material. Try it. It might benefit you
both.

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: I have been in
a relationship with "Bob" for 12

11344E3V

lion anti-poverty measure.
In 1968, the Soviet Union and
other Warsaw Pact nations began
invading Czechoslovakia to crush
the "Prague Spring" liberalization
drive.
In 1972, the Wattstax concert
took place at the Los Angeles
Memorial Coliseum.
In 1977, the U.S. launched
Voyager 2. an unmanned spacecraft 'carrying a 1'4incliketipper
phonograph record: coinaining
greetings in dozens f letrages,
samples of music and sounds of
nature.
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MELISSA. I
HAVE THE
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WELL'
PIE PORTIONS
ARE TOO
YOU'LL GET
SMALL MP USED TO THE
THE VITAMINS PORTIONS..
MAKE ME A
LITTLE
QUEASY.

...AND
JUST MAKE
SIRE TO TAKE
THE VITAMINS
ON A FULL
STOMACH.
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Dr. Komaroff

the opening to the bladder during ejaculation. This prevents
semen from entering, and creates more pressure pushing semen
and sperm out through the penis
In retrograde ejaculation, the
tiny circular muscle does not
function normally. As a result,
all or part of the semen travels
backward into the bladder. And
less -- or no -- semen comes
out of the penis. (I've put illustrations showing normal and retrograde ejaculation on my webs te, AskDoctorK.com )
Retrograde ejaculation does not
interfere with a man's ability to
have an erection or to achieve
orgasm. But it can cause infertility because sperm cannot reach
the woman's uterus.
Retrograde ejaculation has several possible causes. Damage that
occurs during prostate, lower back,
pelvic or bladder surgery may
cause the condition. So might
nerve damage that can result from
multiple sclerosis or diabetes. The
condition is also a possible side
effect of certain medications taken
for prostate enlargement, depression and psychosis.
Only if the condition interferes with fertility does it require
varies
treatment.
Treatment
depending on the cause. If it is
a side effect of medication, your
doctor will switch you to a drug
that does not affect ejaculation.
Sometimes it is not possible
to restore normal ejaculation. That
may be the case when the condition results from severe damage to bladder nerves or muscles. If this is the case, and you
want to father a child, a fertility specialist may be able to help.
(Dr. Kornaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.COM, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor, Boston, MA
02115.)

STORING COOKING FAT:
THE SEQUEL
Dear Readers: Recently, a
reader shared her hint about
STORING COOKING FAT in a
glass jar, in the freezer, before
garbage day. Here are just a
couple of readers' hints on the
subject.
* Lori J., via email, said:
"Simply keep the fat in a container in the fridge, rather than
the freezer. On a cat-litter-citkinging day, pour the
fat into the soiled litter, which will absorb it. Put
it in the trash as usual." Heloise here: I do hope
it is put into a plastic bag!
* Clifford W. in Louisiana wrote: "I have found
that used laundry-detergent bottles also can be used
to pour that excess fat or used grease into. I store
it under the sink until it is full, and then I put it
out in the trash. The odor of the detergent residue
in the bottle also cuts down on the smell." Heloise
here: Please be sure that the grease is cool — it
might melt the plastic jug!
— Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
TESTING DONENESS
Dear Helolse: When baking a cake or muffins.
the instructions often say to test for doneness with
a toothpick or knife. If it comes out clean, the
product is cooked. For me, a toothpick often is too
short, and a knife can mess up the appearance.
Then I found something that works perfectly! 1

bought a package of 100 wooden barbecue skewers that are 10 inches long and very inexpensive.
They work great! I won't use anything else. —
Louise G., Neptune, NJ.
FREEZING ONIONS
Dear Heloise: May I add to your hint about
freezing chopped onions and garlic for later use?
(Heloise here: A reader asked if chopped onions
and garlic could be frozen.)
It's important to spread the chopped items out
in a single layer on a cookie sheet, freeze them
like that, then package the frozen bits in a plastic
bag. That way, you can scoop out the amount you
need and keep the rest frozen. If you pack them
before freezing, they'll end up in a big clump! —
Lisa in Tennessee
A very good hint, Lisa! Cookie sheets also are
a great way to freeze all types of berries. Glad
you wrote! — Heloise
NO MESS
Dear Heloise: To save money and eat healthy,
I usually pack a lunch for work. I mainly make
salads, but I kept having a problem with the salad
dressing. I didn't want the dressing already on the
salad.
took an empty. glass spice jar and cleaned it.
The lid screws on tight, so I can place salad dressing in it and not worry about it leaking. — Kim
J. Kansas City, Mo.
A two-for-one hint — save money and eat well!
Love it! — Heloise
MICROPLANE HINTS
Dear Heloise: I love using my microplane for
grating lemon, lime and orange zests. And it's great
for using on Parmesan and other hard cheeses. But
I also discovered that I can use it for grating garlic and fresh ginger. — Wendy C., via email
(c)2014 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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DEAR ABBY: If a spouse
keeps photos of a college sweetheart after 50 years, what does it
mean? Does it mean he is still
carrying a torch for that person
and doesn't want to forget her? - SUSPICIOUS IN HOUSTON
DEAR SUSPICIOUS: I doubt
it, but if you want to be sure,
the person you should ask is your
husband. After 50 years,the "torch"
may be too heavy to carry -- or
completely out.

DEAR DOCTOR K: For the
past few months. I haven't been
ejaculating, even when I have an
orgasm. Why not? What's wrong?
DEAR READER: It sounds
like retrograde ejaculation. To
explain that, we need to talk
about anatomy. There is one tube,
the urethra, which leads from the
bladder and through the center
of the penis
The urethra
carries urine
out of the
body.
Two
tubes, one on
each side of
the urethra,
lead from the
seminal vesicles and open
into the ureBy
thra.
The
Dr. Anthony
seminal vesiKomaroff
cles are tiny
glands that make semen. (The
prostate gland helps make semen,
too.) Semen is a thick fluid that
helps nourish sperm. Semen really has no other purpose: It is
produced only to help sperm.
And sperm,of course,deserves
to be pampered: Without healthy
sperm, the human species cannot last. Sperm is made in the
testicles and passes up to the
opening of the seminal vesicles
in still another pair of tubes. There,
sperm mixes with the semen.
Here's what is supposed to
happen when a man ejaculates:
The mixture of semen and sperm
is thrust forward through a man's
urethra and out the tip of his
penis. However, the urethra is
an open tube. While one part of
the tube leads forward and out
of the body, the other part of
the tube leads backward into the
bladder.
To make sure that the semen
and sperm move forward, and
not backward, a tiny circular muscle at the bladder entrance shuts

Mats From Heloise
By the Associated Press
In 1882, Tchaikovsky's "1812
Today is Wednesday, August Overture" had its premiere in
20, the 232nd day of 2014. There Moscow.
are 133 days left in the year.
In 1940, during World War U.
Today's Highlights in History: British Prime Minister Winston
On August 20, 1914, German Churchill paid tribute to the Royal
forces occupied Brussels. Belgium, Air Force before the House of Comduring World War I.
mons, saying, "Never in the field
On this date:
of human conflict was so much
In 1833, Benjamin Harrison, owed by so many to so few."
23rd president of the United States.
In 1953. the Soviet Union pubwas barn in North Bend, Ohio:
licly acknowledged it had tested
In 1866. President Andrew a hydrogen bomb.
Johnson formally declared die Civil . In 1964, President Lyndon B.
War over, months after fighting Johnson signed the Economic
had stopped.
Opportunity Act, a nearly $1 bil-

rding a finansame values,
. Tonight: Be
ght.

an associate
e a decision.
g force. Take
easy.

years. He doesn't work and doesn't take care of our children because
he says it's "not his responsibility.' I have supported him all this
time, yet nothing is good enough.
He has cheated on me several times. During his third affair,
he had two kids with the other
woman. He doesn't understand
why I don't trust him and why I
insist on seeing his cellphone. The
last time I was able to get ahold
of it, he broke down the bathroom door trying to get it back.
He threatens to move out, and
if he does, that will be "the last
I hear from him." I would be
relieved if he went. I have so
much anger toward him. I love
him, but at this point love doesn't have anything to do with it.
I have asked him several times
to leave, but he just keeps saying he'll be leaving on his own
terms. I can't continue like this
anymore. He brings out the worst
in me and I hate it. What do I
do? -- HAD IT IN PHOENIX
DEAR HAD IT: That you
have tolerated this behavior for
12 years boggles my mind. Because
this philandering freeloader has
resided with you for so long, you
may have to go through formal
eviction proceedings to get rid of
him. You have given him a free
ride, and you may need the services of a lawyer to pry him out
of there. If you do, consider it
money well spent.

Retrograde ejaculation
can cause infertility
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Overly virile
Speeders' worries
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Fuming
Real hoot
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Fitting
Completely
Barn sound
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buyatoyota.com

Save big on a great selection.
ToyotaCare 24-Month Lease

CAMRY
NEW 2014.5 CAMRY

with No Cost Maintenance Included'

Vol. 11

$1,999 DUE AT LEASE SIGNING

SE 4-door sedan model #2546

•ale

Cash
at signing includes $2000 TFS Lease Subvention

$1

9
PER MONTH 2

or-

$1000

Fa ul
Electi
park

TOYOTA BONUS CASH4

MONTHS3

APR FINANCING

ON ANY NEW 2014.5 CAMRY

.
ial services only 60 monthly payments of 516 67 per $1000 borrowed

F
Includes Camry hybrids. Most be used thru Toyota

ToyotaCare 24-Month Leases
with No Cost Maintenance Included

0

0
0/

Byi

7

LIMITED TERM
APR FINANCING
NEW 2014 COROLLA S PLUS

••••-•

Nokia-%

ON 12 TOYOTA MODELS!
WITH

ToyotaCare

CAMRY

4-door FWD SUV model #4430

$2,099 DUE AT LEASE SIGNING

$2,499 DUE AT LEASE SIGNING

n Ca
'Due at signing includes $500 TFS tease Subventio

NO COST MAIN ENANCE INCLUDED
:

411111111
-."1
=
—

$149 $179

PRIUS LIFTBACK PRIUS c
PRIUS v AVALON
AVALON HYBRID VENZA
RAV4 4RUNNER
SIENNA TUNDRA

-or-

PLUS$500 TOYOTA BONUS CASH
ON ANY NEW'14 PRIUS LIFTBACK
ON ANY NEW'14 AVALON
thou Toyota Financfai Seni.
'ncludes Asalort Hybod. Must be used

s only.

n Cab,
•Due at sgning includes $500 TFS Lease Subventio

PER
MONTH

PER
MONTH

CAMRY HYBRID

PLUS $1.500 TOYOTA BONUS CASH
ON ANY NEW '14 SIENNA

NEW 2014 RAV4 LE

4-door sedan model #1864

NEW 2014 PRIUS

4

LIFTBACK

NEW 2014 SIENNA

9

LE

5-door midsize hybrid sedan model Two #1223

8-passenger minivan model #5338

$2,999 DUE AT LEASE SIGNING

$3,499 DUE AT LEASE SIGNING

n Cash
"Due at signing tncludeS $500 TES Lease Subventio

n Cash
'Due at signing includes $1500 IFS Lease Subvenlio

9
$249
$2
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$1,500
CfN ANY NFrIA1

14 PRIUS LIFTBACK
'14.5 CAMRY HYBRID
'14 VENZA
'14 SIENNA

$1,000
ON ANY NF-1/V

'14.5 CAMRY GAS
'14 TUNDRA CREWMAX
'14 AVALON GAS
'14 AVALON HYBRID
'14 PRIUS v

$500
/N ANY NI v:

'14 PRIUS c
'14 TUNDRA
REGULAR/DOUBLE CABS

PLUS, EVERY NEW TOYOTA
COMES WITH TOYOTACARE
No Cost Maintenance Plan with roadside assistance.

ToyotaCare

ASK ABOUT OUR $1.000 MILITARY
& $750 COLLEGE GRAD REBATE PROGRAMS

'14 RAV4

SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALERS TODAY!

TOYOTA OF 11111111111r
1307 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270.753.4961
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